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In the context of the rapidly growing IT industry overall and the IT sector in Vietnam in particular, there
has been a swift expansion, leading to significant changes in the desires and demands of the workforce.
Nowadays, employees not only consider salary and bonuses as prerequisites for committing to a job but
also expect a healthy corporate culture, a balanced work environment, and attention to the well-being of
employees. To retain employees, technology companies need to organize events that focus on employee
health and benefits, while also creating a sense of long-term bonding. Recognizing this need, FPT
Corporation has placed significant emphasis on sporting events for its employees. During the Grand
Ceremony commemorating the 35th anniversary of FPT Corporation, the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival
was professionally invested in. This is one of the most important events, carrying a high level of tradition
for the corporation. 

Through organizing the event for the 35th Anniversary Celebration of FPT Corporation - “AI Vui Khoe”,
this project aims to convey the message of “Building a Happier Future, Together” - the new mission set
by FPT in 2023. It encourages people to live a healthy and happy life, while also providing opportunities
for FPT employees to interact, socialize, and strengthen team spirit. This, in turn, motivates employees to
continue accompanying and bonding with the corporation, fostering personal development in a
dynamic and innovative working environment.

The content of this Graduation Project report focuses on the planning, preparation, and organization of
the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival by the GRA497_G3 team. This project takes place within 3 months,
from August to November 2023. Closely following the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival, the event was
meticulously organized from 7:00 AM to 12:00 PM on September 13, 2023, at My Dinh National Stadium.
Divided into three main phases: (1) Research and Planning; (2) Organization of the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic
Festival in Commemoration of FPT Corporation's 35th Anniversary; (3) Post-Event Evaluation. With an
initial investment budget of 3.679.698.000 VND, the event not only surpassed its targets but also set a
record for the number of participants, reaching nearly 10,000 FPT Corporation employees. Additionally,
the event received a satisfaction rating of 4.72/5 from the employees, 120% media outreach figures. This
underscores that the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival successfully achieved its set objectives, exerting a
significant influence and steering FPT in the right direction on the journey of “Building a Happier Future,
Together”.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Project Introduction

1.3. Project Introduction
Every September, FPT Corporation one of the leading technology conglomerates in Vietnam,
traditionally organizes events to commemorate its founding day. The event sees the participation of
the Board of Directors and all employees across the corporation. To mark the 35th-anniversary
milestone of FPT Corporation's establishment nationwide, the planned activities for this event in 2023
include various engaging and commemorative initiatives.

The “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival is organized by the FPT Union and Culture Head Office. This year,
the Olympic festival in Hanoi not only includes sports activities to strengthen team spirit and solidarity
as usual but also aims to cultivate a healthy corporate culture to retain existing talent and attract new
personnel. In addition, the event features innovations in content, incorporating technology for check-
ins, mini-games, and participating in lucky draws. The event has drawn the participation of nearly
10,000 employees under the FPT. 

“Building a Happier Future, Together” is a new mission and a new vision of FPT Corporation.
According to the message from Chairman Truong Gia Binh, FPT aspires to become an organization
dedicated to “Building a Happier Future, Together”. Happiness is understood and nurtured; it involves
contributing to the nation and the community. 35 years later, FPT Corporation has pioneered paths
with unprecedented footprints, bringing joyful experiences in work and life to millions of people and
tens of thousands of organizations and businesses globally.

Purpose

1.1. Name of Capstone Project
English name: Organizing FPT Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe”
Vietnamese name: Tổ chức Lễ hội Olympic kỷ niệm 35 năm thành lập Tập đoàn FPT “AI Vui Khỏe”

1.2. Background
After 35 years of establishment and development, FPT Corporation has firmly asserted its position and
strength on the map of the information technology industry in Vietnam and globally. Each step, every
decision, and each product and service validate the mission and far-reaching vision of the corporation.
Therefore, the series of events celebrating the 35th anniversary of the founding of FPT Corporation in
general, and the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival in particular, is a significant occasion. It is not only for
FPT members to take pride in what has been achieved but also to look towards a future, a direction
for the coming years. 

1.4. Reason to choose the project

FPT Corporation, one of the leading technology conglomerates in Vietnam, is
meticulous in planning and executing activities and events with a focus on
innovation, creativity, and youthful energy. This environment provides us with
opportunities to experience and apply knowledge gained from our coursework into
practical situations. Event organization is a field that our entire team aspires to
develop in the future.

14INTRODUCTION Project 
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Relevancy

As students of FPT Education, we always seek to gain a deeper understanding of
the corporate culture. The “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival is an event spanning over
3 months, coinciding with the timeframe for our final project. During this period,
we aim to delve into the intricacies of FPT's organizational culture and actively
contribute to the success of the festival, aligning our academic knowledge with
real-world applications.

All team members have experience in organizing events at the university, taking
on various roles.
We have been equipped with comprehensive knowledge through our
coursework to successfully organize an event. For instance, courses such as
EVN201, SSG201, DTG102, MPL201, or CCO201… have been particularly beneficial
for our current project.
As students of FPT Education, our team understands the ever-innovative and
creative spirit of FPT Corporation. Therefore, we are well-prepared to adapt and
contribute effectively to the organization of this event.

Meaning

For FPT Corporation
Enhance cohesion and promote the sporting spirit among FPT employees.
Demonstrate that the core values of FPT Corporation are moving in the right
direction.
Spread the corporate culture throughout all staff within FPT Corporation.

For the Team
Opportunities to apply learned knowledge into practice.
Learning and accumulating more experience in event organization.
Contribute to the success of the most prominent event of FPT Corporation.

For all the reasons mentioned above, we have chosen to select the organization of
the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival commemorating the 35th anniversary of the
establishment of FPT Corporation for our final graduation project.

1.5. Boundaries of the project
Currently, the project team is collaborating and interning at the FPT Union and Culture Head
Office(FUN). Therefore, the scope of the project includes:

The entire event organization process for the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival: Event Research and
Planning, Implementation, and Post-Event Evaluation.
Connecting with subsidiary companies to compile a list of participating athletes; concurrently
working with contractors and sponsors to implement the event.
Event communication through the internal communication channels of FPT Union and Culture
Head Office: Workplace page FUN FPT, Email, and Facebook page Fun4Fun.
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The project does not include:
Creating external communication materials, as these activities are carried out by other
departments.

Events within the series of activities commemorating the 35th anniversary of FPT Corporation take
place at various locations. Our project team is specifically involved in organizing the “AI Vui Khoe”
Olympic Festival in Hanoi, the main hub with a large workforce and the most significant investment in
program scale.

1.6. Team role in the project
Throughout the project, we collaborate with FUN, responsible for supporting and overseeing
everything from research and ideation to event organization, communication planning, and other
related project tasks. Our responsibility is to ensure that event information and messages reach the
member companies, thereby enhancing their awareness and interest. We also participate in
producing publications and communication posts on the internal communication systems of the FUN
Dept. And when the event takes place, we are directly involved in the operational and logistical
aspects of event management.

Create content for FUN's internal communication channels, take care of and
train student participants for the opening performance on September 13,
supporting activities related to the event.

Vu Dinh Trinh - HE151137

Coordinate with the Organizing Committee to plan the event, take care of and
train participants for the opening performance on September 13. Directly
manage the check-in area and gift distribution, guide participants in the games
at the event.

Nguyen Thi Ngoc Linh - HS150082

Collaborate with the Organizing Committee to plan the event, take care of and
train participants for the opening performance on September 13. Directly
manage the booths and sponsors of the event. Supervise the execution of the
opening act on September 13.

Nguyen Thanh Thuy - HA150096

Coordinate with the Organizing Committee to plan the event, take care of and
train participants for the opening performance on September 13. Responsible for
coordinating the correct placement and movement of participating member
companies during the event.

Trinh Thi Bach Cuc - HS150477

Implement design, edit images, and create content for FUN's internal
communication channels, take care of and train student participants for the
opening performance on September 13. Directly manage activities at the sports
area during the event.

La Duc Anh - HS150146
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2.1.1. Information about FPT
FPT Corporation is among the top 20 largest private enterprises in Vietnam and is a leading
technology conglomerate with three core business sectors: Technology, Telecommunications, and
Education. The corporation boasts a workforce of over 60.000 employees, including more than
28.500 information technology engineers, programmers, and technology experts. FPT Corporation
operates through a network of 290 offices in 29 countries and territories worldwide with a
widespread technological infrastructure covering various provinces and cities in Vietnam.

FPT Corporation continuously innovates to deliver the optimal technological products, solutions,
and services to its customers. With over three decades of experience in implementing projects on a
global scale, the corporation assists customers in overcoming challenges and barriers, achieving
the highest efficiency in their digital transformation journey. In the era of Industry 4.0, FPT is a
pioneering Vietnamese company in researching and developing new technologies in artificial
intelligence, big data, cloud computing, mobile, and more. FPT also takes a leading role in
collaborating with world-renowned technology conglomerates to create the most advanced digital
technology platforms, such as GE (Predix), Siemens (MindSphere), Airbus (Skywise), and Amazon
AWS, among others.

According to Mr. Chu Quang Huy, FPT's Director of Human Resources, the average age of the
workforce is 28 years, with 47% belonging to Generation Z. Additionally, 3.123 employees work
directly abroad, including 1.888 foreign nationals from 55 different countries at FPT (Bao Chinh Phu,
2023). Due to these demographics, the need to search for and identify young talents and potential
managers is crucial for FPT's development. Besides talent development and nurturing, FPT also
prioritizes the well-being of its employees, creating a work environment that is young, dynamic,
innovative, and safe.

02 
Company Overview

2.1. About FPT

2.1.2. Subsidiary Companies
As of December 31, 2022 according to the consolidated financial report, the operational model of
the corporation includes 8 directly-owned subsidiary companies and 3 directly affiliated
companies. FPT Corporation provides comprehensive information technology solutions in its three
core business sectors: technology, telecommunications, and education.

Figure 1: FPT Corporation's Subsidiary Company Diagram

17INTRODUCTION Company
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2.2.1. Vision
FPT continues to pursue its long-term goal of becoming a digital enterprise and breaking into the
Top 50 largest companies in the world providing comprehensive digital transformation services by
2030. To achieve this objective, FPT is establishing a new organization focused on innovation in
science, technology, and engineering, while also committing to customer satisfaction and
contributing to the prosperity of the nation. Most importantly, it aims to create conditions for each
member to maximize their talents and lead a fulfilling life both materially and spiritually.

2.2. Vision, mission & core value

2.2.3. Core Value
"Tôn, Đổi, Đồng - Chí, Gương, Sáng" considered an indispensable part of FPT's genome, FPT spirit,
the power to promote leadership, employees of the corporation are constantly striving and creating
for the common good of the community, customers, shareholders, and other stakeholders.

Respect: Regardless of the high and low position, the relationship is intimate, accepts people as
they are, and creates maximum conditions for members to be themselves.
Renovate: Constantly learning, efforts to lead new technologies, new products, and adopt new
management/business methods.
Solidarity: Concentric, collective, and sincere, the same common goal "for the success of the
customer and the long-term development of the company".
Equity: The most important foundation for leadership is building trust in employees.
Exemplary: The leader must be the one who most clearly expresses the FPT Spirit.
Clairvoyant: Foresight and decisiveness.

2.2.2. Mission
FPT Corporation considers providing the best conditions for every member's talent development as
its new mission, defining itself as the "Building a Happier Future, Together" enterprise. "Building a
Happier Future, Together" means delivering joy to customers, meeting their needs with the right
quality and at the right time. This mission is closely tied to the DC5-135 strategy, a combination of
numbers aimed at creating happiness for every staff member, success for every organization, and,
on a larger scale, prosperity for the nation.
In specific terms, with the DC5 strategy, FPT aims to deliver robust competitive opportunities to
enterprise customers, bolstering profitability, enhancing labor productivity, and enabling
employees to liberate themselves from tedious tasks. Additionally, FPT sets an ambitious target -
the 135 Target. This means that in the next 13 years, by 2035, FPT Corporation aims to have one
million digital transformation personnel in Vietnam and around the world.
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The FPT Corporation logo is designed with precise golden ratios and distinguishes between its
subsidiaries and affiliates. The logo features three familiar colors and is tilted at a 13-degree angle from
the vertical. The number 13 holds sacred significance and is closely tied to the corporation's history and
certain successes, conveying a sense of solidity and forward momentum. The logo inherits and
enhances the core values of FPT, using three distinctive and prominent colors.

The orange color emphasized in the logo represents the warmth of the sun, symbolizing vitality,
dynamism, and youthfulness, and stimulating creative enthusiasm for a better world. Orange is also
a friendly and open color, expressing a willingness to share and a sense of community bonding.
The green color in the logo complements the meaning of powerful vitality, blending with nature. It
is the color of change and growth.
The deep blue color is the hue of natural energy originating from the universe, creating a strong
feeling, associated with intelligence, sustainability, and unity.

2.3. Brand Identity  

2.4. FPT Union and Culture Head Office

FPT Union and Culture Head Office commonly known as FUN
HO, is an essential department within FPT Corporation as a
whole and each of its member companies individually. 

FUN HO was officially established in 2012 to build and promote
the spirit of FPT, preserving and developing the distinctive
culture of the corporation. The primary mission of FUN HO is to
conduct activities related to culture and sports, creating a
positive and cohesive working environment, while promoting
the personal and professional development of each staff
member. FUN HO also ensures that the values and ideals of FPT
are maintained and elevated over time.

Figure 3: FPT Union and Culture’s Logo

Figure 2: FPT Corporation’s Logo
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Situation Analysis

1.1.1. The Competition for Human Resources in the IT Industry in Vietnam
According to statistical data from 2018-2023, despite nearly 130.000 employees at 482 global
technology companies being laid off, the demand for IT talent in Vietnam has continued to rise in
the first two months of 2023, even amid economic fluctuations. By 2025, Vietnam is projected to
require around 700.000 workforce in the IT sector. However, the current number of programmers in
Vietnam is only about 530.000, indicating a shortage of nearly 200.000 individuals (Vietnam IT
Market Report 2023, TopDev).

1.1. Vietnam’s Labor Market

Needs Lacks

IT HUMAN RESOURCES NEEDS IN VIETNAM 2018 - 2025
(SOFTWARE INDUSTRY)

Figure 4: The demand for IT workforce in Vietnam from 2018 to 2025

Moreover, the turnover rate in Vietnam's information technology sector is quite high, ranking
among the top 4 industries with the highest turnover rates, including information technology, retail,
real estate, and consumer goods. After working for an average of 18-20 months at a company and
completing 2 to 3 software projects, IT professionals and employees in the IT sector often seek
opportunities to move to another company. Following the completion of 2 to 3 software projects, IT
employees have acquired a proficient understanding of tasks, skills, and technologies. At that point,
they aspire to explore new projects and environments in a different company with more lucrative
income (VTC).

Dr. Nguyen Trong Dieu, Associate Professor and Chairman of the Association of Vietnamese Private
Entrepreneurs, observes that income is not the most crucial factor in retaining IT personnel; rather
the work environment holds greater importance. Positions with the highest turnover rates often
belong to individuals who are versatile, capable of handling multiple tasks and working across
various areas within the IT industry.
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Employer perspective Candidate perspective

From the perspective of IT employees, 33% lack work-life balance, 29% do not feel a sense of
connection with the company, 11% experience conflicts related to corporate culture, and nearly 50%
of the reasons are associated with salary and bonus policies, job opportunities, and chances for
career advancement.

There are better job opportunities from other companies

Not satisfied with the salary and bonus regime

There are no opportunities for advancement

There is no work-life balance

Establish their own startup

Related to direct manager

There is no feeling of attachment or belonging to the company

Left the company because he went to work with their team

Conflict about corporate culture

Others

67% 38%

38% 45%

16% 40%

11% 33%

31% 9%

18% 22%

4% 29%

20% 3%

4% 11%

4%

REASONS WHY IT EMPLOYEES LEAVE THEIR WORK

Figure 5: The reasons behind IT professionals resigning

From these analyses, it can be seen that the work environment and training efforts of
companies have not truly met the needs that employees desire. Therefore, businesses still
find themselves in a situation of severe staff shortages. Alongside considerations of
benefits and salary policies, creating a comfortable work environment that brings
happiness to employees has now become an essential factor for staff deciding to stay
committed to a company.
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1.1.2. Measures to Attract and Retain Employees
In today's world, many people find it easy to switch jobs when they are dissatisfied with their current
workplace for the reasons mentioned above. Therefore, most crucial for business owners is to
implement measures to attract and retain employees, making them feel comfortable, happy, and
inclined to stay for the long term.

Adjusting recruitment strategies to align with the preferences of the younger generation, creating
positive employee experiences, along with investing in Learning & Development activities, are ways
in which companies need to evolve to attract and retain talent. Additionally, the current desires of
the younger generation include seeking happiness in their work and engaging in tasks they
genuinely enjoy (VTV). Employees consistently seek health and well-being benefits from their
employers. Establishing a healthy collaborative work culture fosters employee loyalty while
enhancing the overall company culture (VnEconomy).

Figure 6: Measures to Attract and Retain Employees (VTV)

The younger generation desires to work in a place where their personal opinions are respected,
where they can gain experiences, and challenge themselves. In addition to a professional work
environment and comfortable spaces, they also seek a supervisor who listens and interacts with
employees (Bao Lao Dong).

From this, it can be seen that one of the most effective measures to attract and retain
talent today is to build a healthy, happy, and cohesive work environment.
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1.1.3. Employee Healthcare Trends
After the Covid-19 pandemic, the trend of health care is rapidly evolving. Safeguarding
employees' physical and mental health will bring business benefits, as safe and healthy
employees in the workplace tend to be more productive and efficient (VnEconomy, 2023). 

According to a report by Gympass at the end of 2022, Gen Z rates workplace benefits three times
more important than older generations, with 98% of Gen Z employees considering quitting if
their workplace does not prioritize employee welfare. Welfare includes salary and leave policies,
physical and mental health care, flexibility in working hours, and ensuring fairness in the
workplace (VOV).

According to a report by Oracle, 76% of workers believe their company should be doing more to
support the mental health of their workforce. 78% of the workforce say the pandemic has
negatively affected their mental health. 85% of people say their mental health issues are causing
sleep deprivation, poor physical health, reduced happiness at home, suffering family
relationships or isolation from friends.

According to Adecco Vietnam, the work-life balance is one of the two main factors influencing
employees' career decisions in 2023. The balanced state is evaluated as the foundation for
maintaining mental health. Calculations show that 12 billion workdays are lost globally each year
due to workers experiencing depression and anxiety. This figure is equivalent to a loss of USD
1.000 billion for the global economy (Bao Nguoi Lao Dong).

Figure 7: Addressing mental health in the workplace
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From the above analysis, it can be seen that the Olympic Festival 2023 is a highly
necessary and important event for both employees and leadership. It is a platform that
promotes networking, connecting employees with leadership and among member
companies. The Olympic Festival will continue in line with FPT's direction of encouraging
everyone to live a healthy and happy life.

1.2. FPT Corporation’s Human Resources
The workforce at FPT Corporation has an average age of 28, with Gen Z employees accounting for over
47% of the total workforce (Bao Chinh Phu, 2023). 

Throughout its development, FPT recognizes people as a core factor and frequently introduces
distinctive policies, emphasizing employee experience to meet the needs of the younger generation,
demonstrating flexibility and innovation. FPT supports many young talents to explore their potential,
providing opportunities for them to showcase their abilities and dedicate themselves to their passions
(VNExpress).

In addition, FPT fosters employee happiness through healthcare, continuous training, recognition and
rewards, as well as the application of advanced assistant tools to enhance work productivity and care
for employees' families (Chungta.vn). Annually, FPT organizes activities such as the Olympic Festival to
improve the health and happiness of all employees.

Figure 8: The FPT workforce
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02 
Competitor Analysis

Faced with the challenges of competition and
international integration, VNPT has been making
efforts to become a leading information technology
and communication conglomerate in Vietnam, with a
reputable presence in the international market. It is
also one of the conglomerates attracting a high-
quality IT workforce in Vietnam due to its favorable
policies.
VNPT has focused on cultural activities by issuing the
“VNPT - Truelife” cultural handbook, promoting the
“Pioneering Leader, Company Solidarity” culture, and
organizing various connecting activities to foster the
sense of “VNPT as a family”.

2.1. Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications Group (VNPT)

In the rapid development era of Industry 4.0, technology conglomerates increasingly prioritize
expansion and exceptional growth through the establishment of a corporate culture foundation. Some
major competitors of FPT Corporation, such as Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications Group (VNPT)
and Viettel Group, both focus primarily on commemorative events and internal activities to establish
their unique corporate culture. Analyzing these competitors will help FPT Corporation understand the
distinctive strengths in the event organization style of these technology giants.

Figure 9: VNPT Corporation’s Logo

The 5th & 6th VNPT Hanoi Regional Sports Festival

Figure 10: On the left: The 5th VNPT Sports Festival - On the right: The 6th VNPT Sports Festival
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The 2022 VNPT Hanoi Regional Sports Festival took place over 2 days (August 4 and August 6, 2022)
with the participation of nearly 500 athletes from 15 affiliated unions, competing in 4 categories: Table
Tennis, Badminton, Tennis, and Cheerleading/Flashmob. With the goal “Stay Healthy to Build VNPT”,
the sports festival becomes a beneficial playground, contributing to improving the health of employees
and units, fostering solidarity, fostering exchanges, and learning experiences, and actively participating
in labor competitions to excellently fulfill production and business plans.

The goal of the VNPT sports event aims to motivate competition in achieving production and business
plans and to celebrate the anniversaries of the Postal Industry Tradition Day (August 15), the
Information and Communication Industry Tradition Day (August 28), the establishment day of the
Vietnam Information and Communication Trade Union (August 30) and major events of the
corporation.

Regarding the VNPT sports event, it can be observed that the event has not been adequately invested
in. The designs are simple, outdated, and do not leave a strong impression on participants.

Figure 11: Competition content at the VNPT Sports Festival
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Viettel Group is one of the largest telecommunications and
technology conglomerates in Vietnam, with a strong presence
domestically as well as in Southeast Asia and Africa. Being a
state-owned group, Viettel's events are often organized with
grandeur, formality, and attention to detail. The mission of
Viettel is “Innovation for the People”. Therefore, the group
always pays special attention to the activities of its employees.

2.2. Viettel Group 

Figure 12: Viettel Corporation’s Logo

Viettel’s World Cup

Figure 13: Viettel’s World Cup

Viettel’s World Cup is a tournament organized by the group with the participation of the leadership of
the corporation, leaders of departments and units within the corporation, media agencies, and
notably more than 300 players from 16 teams. Through this event, the group aims to foster bonds
beyond work among Viettel members. It serves as a sports playground, providing a space to
showcase the strength, determination, and love of Viettel members.

Through analyzing competitors, FPT can understand the unique event organization styles
of each company. This poses a challenge for FPT in creating grand, innovative, distinctive
events that leave a lasting impression on FPT employees.

Despite the investment in the preparation of the program for Viettel’s World Cup by Viettel Group,
the activities within the program are not truly diverse, and the organizational process still follows a
traditional style.
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03 
FPT’s Previous Anniversary Events
In the month of celebrating its establishment, FPT Corporation traditionally organizes a series of
major birthday events. These events are invested with different concepts and encompass a diverse
range of activities. The celebration of the 30th anniversary of the founding of FPT Corporation (FPT30)
- one of the large-scale events - was organized very successfully. The commemoration of the 34th
anniversary of FPT Corporation (FPT34) - the most recent event - will be analyzed and compared with
the celebration of the 35th anniversary of FPT Corporation (FPT35). All of these events have been
successful and garnered significant attention from many employees.

Figure 14: FPT 30th and 34th anniversary celebrations
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FPT30 Festival

Figure 15: The 30-year sports festival took place at My Dinh Stadium
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FPT34 Festival

Figure 16: The 34-year sports festival took place at FPT Tower
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PROJECT FPT30 FPT34

Concept FPT 30 years of pioneering FPT - Xứ sở 34

Key Message
Pioneering for 30 years - FPT
stretches beyond horizons.

FPT brings forth the employee experience,
connects and establishes a playground for
F-ers after 2 years of the pandemic
Concurrently portraying a youthful image
of FPT, work hard play hard

Target
Audiences

The Leadership Board and all staff under FPT

Activities

Parade among subsidiary
companies
North-South Football
Friendship Match
Team-building games:
women's basketball, tug of
war, wrestling, 4 sports
coordination
Beer Festival

Parade Competition
Joint performance by member companies
Water Splashing Festival
Sports competitions
Beer and Music Festival.

Timeline 13/09/2018 13/09/2022

From the analyses, it can be seen that both events, the celebration of FPT's 30th and 34th
anniversaries, were successfully organized, garnering significant attention and positive
evaluations from employees and leadership alike for their innovative approach.
These experiences pose challenges for the organizing team to continually generate new
ideas and develop plans to consistently bring differentiation to the organizational activities
in the coming years.

Table 1: Comparison between FPT35 and FPT’s previous anniversary
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04 
Target Audience Analysis

The FPT Olympic Festival is an annual and traditional event organized by the FPT Union & Culture
Dept of FPT Corporation. The organizing committee is composed of individuals who have been long-
time associates, possessing a profound understanding of FPT's culture and its people. This includes Ms.
Vu Thi Van Hai the Head of the FPT 35th Anniversary Event Committee who has been dedicated to the
corporation for nearly 20 years, and Ms. Tieu Hai Ninh the Head of the Events Department within the
Culture & Community Department, with almost a decade of service at the corporation. Consequently,
the organizing committee does not rely on pre-event surveys to assess the needs and desires of the
staff.

4.1 Quantitative Analysis

For qualitative analysis, our team conducted interviews with representatives from various groups:
leaders and employees from subsidiary companies. They constitute the audience set to participate in
the September 13th Olympic Festival. Qualitative analysis for this event was employed to consult the
opinions of leaders and staff with the aim of generating innovations, attractions, and elements
tailored to meet the desires and needs, thereby creating appeal for the event.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis

We posed two questions:
What are your thoughts on the Olympic event scheduled for the traditional celebration day
(September 13th) at FPT Corporation?
1.

How do you assess the significance of the Olympic event?2.

In the race of technology, humans remain at the center, and health,
happiness are indispensable sources of energy. The Olympic Festival needs
breakthroughs; the program must have an appealing innovation, seamlessly
integrating technological elements with human aspects. I particularly want
to see the enthusiasm of FPT employees not only in their professional
expertise but also in their passionate and strong sports spirit.

Musician Truong Quy Hai 
FPT Corporation Leadership Representative

Returning after 2 years of COVID with the impressive 34th festival, marking
the celebration of FPT35, I expect that this year's Olympic Festival will have
many creative highlights with unique concepts compared to last year, with
the goal of making each year different to make it better.

Ms. Khuong Tuyen - 23 years old 
Employee at FPT Software
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I have noticed that FPT's series of events in recent years have become
somewhat monotonous and lacking innovation, mainly due to the repetition
of familiar games and sports from year to year. I believe that, to attract the
younger generation, the Organizing Committee should consider adding new
sports and activities to the list, while preserving traditions such as group
performances.

Mr. Nguyen Tien Dat - 27 years old
Employee at FPT Software

I hope the Olympic Festival is not just an opportunity to improve health but
also to tightly connect colleagues, expand relationships with other
departments and units. Therefore, I hope that the Organizing Committee will
have many activities for employees and other units to connect better with
each other.

Ms. Tran Thi Thanh Thao - 23 years old  
Participant in the event's group performance

Based on the opinions of leadership and employees, several important conclusions can be
drawn regarding the expectations for the FPT Corporation's Olympic Festival:

From the leadership's perspective:
Focus on Humanity and Well-being: Leadership desires the event to emphasize the importance
of humanity in the context of the technological race, highlighting health and joy as crucial
sources of energy. They expect innovation, and the program must bring about attractive and
novel elements, creatively combining technology and human aspects. 

From the employees' perspective:
Emphasis on Organizational Excellence: Employees place significant importance on the
organizational aspect, emphasizing the attractiveness and uniqueness of the program. They
want to see innovation not only in content but also in the event's organization, with the primary
goal of fostering unity and solidarity within the FPT community.
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05 
SWOT Analysis

S T R E N G T H S W E A K N E S S

O P P O R T U N I T I E S T H R E A T S

The traditional event commemorating the

35th anniversary of the establishment of FPT

Corporation is expected to attract significant

attention from the staff. 

 The organizing committee, with extensive

experience, has successfully managed

numerous large-scale events annually. 

The celebration of the establishment of the

corporation is always emphasized, with

particular significance attached to the 35th-

year milestone. 

The development of the workforce scale

Cultivating the internal culture of the

corporation, fostering a sense of unity, and

creating opportunities for interaction

between leaders and employees. 

Numerous holiday activities throughout the

year, along with events like FPT Run and

FPT Cup football tournament, contribute to

the event saturation and make it

challenging to leave a lasting impression on

the staff.

Commemorative event activities often suffer
from repetition and lack of innovation. 

How to create new and appealing

elements for the 2023 Olympic Festival

Strategies for incorporating the “Building

a Happier Future, Together” message to

communicate with all employees.

.Establishing distinctive highlights

compared to other businesses celebrating

their anniversaries this year. 

Table 2: SWOT analysis of the Olympic Festival 2023
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06 
Overview Of FPT’s Event Organization

FPT Union & Culture Dept (FUN)
(Internal Communications dept.)

FPT Human Resources
Dept (FHR)

Human Resources DeptUnion & Culture Dept
(Internal Communications dept.)

Other Dept

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

Managers

Employees

FPT Marketing &
Communications Dept (FMC)

According to Joep Cornelissen (2008), in the communication system, management utilizes horizontal
communication to coordinate with other departments and vertical communication to convey
information to lower levels within subsidiary companies.

Figure 17: FPT’s management communications structure
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07 
Media Channel Analysis

7.2.1 Workplace page FUN FPT
The Workplace page FUN FPT serves as the official platform for internal communications within
FPT Corporation, overseen by the FUN Department. Upon joining the company, employees'
Workplace accounts are automatically linked to the FUN FPT page. Consequently, it is widely
recognized as the primary and extensive internal communication channel in FPT Corporation's
network.

7.1 Corporate communication system

According to Joep Cornelissen (2008), Corporate Information and Communication Systems (CICS) are
responsible for distributing business decisions and updates to all employees across the organization.
The main focus is to ensure that employees are well-informed about company issues by effectively
conveying relevant information to individuals at various levels and roles within the company.

7.2 Channel 

Figure 18: Internal communication Workplace channel FUN FPT
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7.2.2 Application myFPT
The myFPT application facilitates FPT employees' quick access to information and is used with the
purpose of fostering cohesion between leadership and employees within the corporation.
Additionally, it contributes to building a corporate culture that is open and modern, offering
various contemporary features.

Figure 19: The myFPT application has been deployed across
the entire Corporation since mid-January

7.2.3 Email Newsletter
Email is a useful tool for maintaining and disseminating event information to employees, and each
employee at FPT Corporation uses their company email address. Additionally, email will be an
effective option for those who use social media less frequently.
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Figure 20: Fun4Fun Facebook FanPage

7.2.4 Facebook Page Fun4Fun
The Fun4fun fan page is managed by the Union & Culture Department (FUN). With over 13,000
followers, Fun4fun's fan page serves as an internal information hub for cultural and community
activities on the Facebook platform, aiming to diversify information channels for FPT employees
of all ages.

To efficiently convey information about the Olympic event, utilizing various information
channels is essential. The internal communication channel system will aim at fostering
cohesion and creating extensive interaction among all employees. The Facebook page
communication channel will focus on promotional goals, attracting a diverse target
audience, and enhancing the event's image.
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Conclusions
On the relentless journey of IT development in Vietnam, the demand for personnel continues to soar,
accompanied by an abundant pool of young talent eager to find a suitable work environment.
Responding to the changing needs and desires of the young workforce, businesses face a significant
challenge in attracting talent, particularly addressing issues related to corporate culture and
employees' work-life balance.

By organizing anniversary events, the FPT Group has successfully addressed challenges related to
employee retention, boosted morale, and fostered unity among members from leadership to staff
levels. The anniversary event not only conveys a message of solidarity but also reflects the
leadership's concern for the life and work environment of its employees. Guided by the principles of
Respect, Transformation, Unity, Integrity, and Pioneering, the FPT Group continuously innovates in
building a strong corporate culture, relentlessly developing internal culture to meet the diverse
needs, both material and spiritual, of all members within the organization.

YEARS
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01 
Overview Masterplan

The series of events celebrating the Grand Ceremony commemorating the 35th anniversary of FPT
Corporation includes both internal activities and online segments, featuring live sports, cultural
performances, and commemorative ceremonies. The event takes place on September 9, 2023, at 4
locations: Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, Can Tho, and Quy Nhon with the main celebration scheduled for
September 13, 2023, in Hanoi.

The Olympic Festival in Hanoi occurring on September 13, 2023, will be held from 7:00 to 12:00 at the
My Dinh National Stadium expecting approximately 7.000 participants. The festival introduces a new
element with the opening act, showcasing 300 students performing to the theme “Building a Happier
Future, Together” and the participation of around 1.000 employees from subsidiary companies
collectively forming a giant FPT flag on the My Dinh National Stadium. Simultaneously, colorful FPT-
branded parachutes will gracefully float in the sky, creating a vibrant scene. Additionally, this marks
the first time a tug-of-war competition involving three teams will occur. All these elements contribute
to the highlights of this year's Olympic Festival.

 Figure 21: The 35th anniversary of FPT will be held at 5 locations
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02 
Goals & Objectives

Commemorate the 35th anniversary of the establishment of FPT Corporation.

Attract the active participation of a large number of leaders and employees in the event and

various activities during the festival.

Demonstrate a commitment to the well-being of FPT individuals, encouraging a sports-oriented

spirit among employees to lead healthy and happy lives.

Foster a cohesive and connected environment: Through sports and cultural activities, provide

opportunities for FPT employees to interact, socialize, and strengthen team spirit.

Inspire employees: Motivate and encourage FPT employees to continue accompanying and

bonding with the corporation, while developing themselves in a dynamic and creative working

environment.

Contribute to the development of the corporate culture and the construction of the company's

traditions: By commemorating the establishment of the corporation, affirm the strong and

growing position of the corporation, aiming to retain existing talents and attract new human

resources.

2.1. Event Goals 

 Figure 22: The Goals of Olympic festival
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2.2.1. Participation Objective
Ensure 100% participation of leadership from all subsidiary companies with at least 100
participants in the collective performance.
Engage 7.000 FPT employees working in the Hanoi
Distribute check-in gifts to all event participants and employees in Hanoi.
Have a minimum of 3.000 individuals experience various mini-games on the field and accumulate
points for prize exchange.
Achieve an average employee rating of 4.5/5 or higher after the event.

2.2.2 Activity Objectives
Have 100% of leadership participate in leadership sports activities.
Involve 300 students from FPoly College in the opening arts performance.
Ensure 100% of subsidiary company employees participate in the collective performance.
Have 70% of attendees participate in at least 2 sports activities during the event.
Directly present all Lucky Draw and Bingo prizes at the event.

2.2.3 Communication Objectives

Post at least 250 articles about the
event on the Workplace FUN FPT
page.
Achieve an average of 3,000 views
per post.
Achieve an average of 50 interactions
per post.

Post at least 150 articles about the event
on the Fun4Fun Fanpage.
Reach a total of 165,000 people.
Achieve 6,000 page visits.
Increase page likes by 6%, equivalent to
600, bringing the total to 10,000.
Increase followers by 7.14%, equivalent
to 900, bringing the total to 12,600.

Send a minimum
of 5 emails to each
employee.

2.2. Event Objectives
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CLASSIFICATION Primary Targets>50% Secondary Targets<50%

Demography

Gender All gender All gender

Age 22 - 35 years old 36 - 60 years old

Jobs
Working at FPT Corporation spans across
all fields and positions, encompassing
employees, collaborators, and interns.

Working at FPT Corporation in all
fields, including leadership and
management positions.

Demand
Showcasing oneself, competing, striving,
and achieving awards

Experience activities with a focus on
connection, creating value, and
having practical significance.

Geography

Place Ha Noi

Psychology

Personality Energetic, cheerful
Mature, responsible, health-

conscious.

Hobbies and Lifestyle
Enjoys physical activity and outdoor

sports.
Enjoys networking and connecting

through outdoor activities.

Attitude towards FPT's internal
events

Interested or very interested Interested or very interested

Look up to Superior, Colleague, Family Colleague, Family

Behavior

Attitude towards internal events of
the Corporation

Participation and monitoring of activities
Participates in or is informed about

activities.

The communication channel is
used regularly.

Workplace, Facebook Workplace, Email

The communication channel is not
used regularly.

Email Facebook

03 
Target Audience
The target audience for the “AI Vui Khoe” festival includes the leadership team, employees within the
FPT Corporation, and the subsidiary companies' system. Therefore, the specific target audience is as
follows:

Table 3: Target Audience
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04 
Concept

“AI” takes center stage in the series of events commemorating the 35th anniversary of the
establishment of the FPT corporation in general and the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival in
particular. “AI” is a clever play on words imbued with the spirit of FPT. It can be interpreted in various
layers of meaning:

“AI” is Who? - a question.
“AI” is I - an answer: Who? - I am (I).
“AI” also signifies Artificial Intelligence.

“AI Vui Khoe” encapsulates a multidimensional concept and FPT's distinctive style. Each word, each
character in the name of the Olympic Festival carries a value, a message. When combined, we have
a meaningful and sophisticated theme for the Olympic Festival celebrating its 35th anniversary: “AI
Vui Khoe”. 

 Figure 23: The Olympic Festival celebrating its 35th anniversary: “AI Vui Khoe”

“AI Vui Khoe”: A Friendly and Approachable Question
Firstly, we perceive "AI Vui Khoe" as a sincere and warm question, similar to how we commonly
inquire about each other's well-being daily. This question explores a positive working environment,
where teamwork and mutual care are central.

“AI Vui Khoe”: Pride and Personal Responsibility
When pronouncing "AI" similar to "I" in English, we have "I Vui Khoe" meaning "I am Vui Khoe."
From this perspective, the theme conveys a message about taking personal responsibility for one's
health and feeling proud to be part of FPT.

“AI Vui Khoe”: Crossing Technological Boundaries
In the era of advancing artificial intelligence technology, it is consistently compared to human
capabilities. "AI Vui Khoe" serves as a means to challenge participants to surpass the technological
boundaries of AI in all aspects, particularly in health and mental well-being.

Not just discussing physical health but also emphasizing the importance of maintaining mental
well-being and balance while working in a rapidly evolving industry like information technology.
Simultaneously, it reflects the enthusiasm and pioneering mindset of the FPT Corporation in the era
of Artificial Intelligence.
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05 
Key Messages 

FPT Corporation accompanies its employees on the journey of “Building a Happier Future,
Together” through sports activities at the "AI Vui Khoe" Olympic Festival.

At this juncture, we not only underscore the significance of joy and happiness but also prioritize the
well-being of our employees, demonstrating the corporation's commitment and fostering a strong
bond among team members. FPT Corporation aspires to a future where each individual can lead a
healthy, happy life and collaboratively contribute to creating a better world.

Figure 24: Building a Happier Future, Together
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Entering the 35th year, a proud milestone. We set a
higher goal of becoming an organization that creates
happiness. FPT Strategy 2023-2025 is named DC5-135



06 
Event Strategies & Tatics 

Message Development Strategy
Utilize influential individuals, such as leaders, to
convey the message. Through articles, videos,
publications, gifts, and awards provide the
audience with the content and significance of
the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival.

6.1. Strategy

Participant Attraction Strategy
The reality indicates that individuals tend to work
in quiet environments, avoiding experiential
activities and team-building. Recognizing this,
FPT Corporation organized a novel sports and
recreational activity, with the participation of
leaders, to innovate and attract participants.

Communication Strategy
With the desire to disseminate information and the values of the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival to a
wide audience of employees, the event utilized a multi-channel communication approach,
incorporating owned media channels and deployment across various touchpoints both online and
offline. Additionally, it ensured seamless information flow within the corporate communication
system of the Corporation.

6.2. Tactics

Create maximum opportunities for FPT
individuals to shine

All cultural performances, artistic displays and
entertainment activities are collaboratively
executed by employees of the corporation and its
member companies, from ideation and
preparation to the actual performance of
competitive sections. With the aim of connecting
employees, enhancing sportsmanship and
creativity, the initiative seeks to foster meaningful
moments of togetherness.

Involvement of FPT Leadership in all sports
competitions

Require the participation of FPT's leadership in all
sporting events to enhance team spirit and
interaction between leadership levels and FPT
employees. This fosters an exciting and uplifting
atmosphere, promoting team spirit among FPT
individuals.

Each member company serves as a
transmission point for the message

Through internal communication channels
within each unit, member companies directly
disseminate the message of the "AI Vui Khoe"
Olympic Festival to all employees. Ensure
consistency in the content and objectives of the
event.

Figure 25: AI Vui Khoe Tactics
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07 
Event Activities 

Friendly Football Match (Leadership,
Male)
Women's basketball (Leadership,
Female) 
Free Activities

Teams Compete in Pre-arranged Order
Guests can Start Participating in Free-play
Games (Yo-yo, Archery, Golf, High Jump, FPT
Record Challenges).

01

Content Meaning

Boost and encourage the competitive
spirit of all staff members.
Provide a sense of joy for participants,
Increase employee engagement.

Bingo game02

Operated on MyFPT
platform 

Attract the audience and
provides enjoyable
entertainment.

Opening Ceremony of "AI Vui Khoe" Olympic Festival 
Key Moment: “Building a Happier Future, Together”

Commencement of the event
with a celebration of FPT's 35th
anniversary.

Immediately following the opening
act: "Fly, Shoot the Ribbon"

=> Attract and surprise attendees with innovative performances.

04 Duet performance

9 teams, each lead by a leader, participate
in dute performances
Foster team spirit and enhance creativity.

07:00

07:40

03

07:59

08:14
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Lucky draw

Initiate prize draw starting from
the third prize. 

05

08

=> Attractive rewards appeal to participants.

09:35

06
10:07

Leng keng tug of war

Nine teams compete in three
rounds of tug-of-war.

Happiness Challenge

=> Enhance health, solidarity, and create a sense of fun.

07
11:27 Teams compete in four challenges:

Joy, Focus, Trust, and Love.

Beer Festival
11:57

Participants enjoy the beer festival.

=> Create a joyful atmosphere and
increase interaction among staff
members.
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08 
Media Channels

In accordance with the project scope analyzed above, our project focuses on internal communication
activities to attract participants. Therefore, the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival utilizes internal
communication channels including Workplace page FUN FPT, Facebook Fanpage Fun4Fun, and
Email.

8.1. Workplace page FUN FPT 

The internal information page of FPT, features updates, news about the event, and publishing images
and videos of the Olympic Festival on September 13th for all FPT Corporation employees. All posts
include images or videos to convey information clearly and enhance the attractiveness of the Olympic
Festival.

8.2. Facebook page Fun4Fun

This page is dedicated to posting news, articles, images, and videos related to the Olympic Festival
and more broadly the Grand Celebration of the 35th Anniversary of the establishment of FPT
Corporations. Utilizing Facebook fan pages allows for effective promotion and enhances the overall
image of the events, bringing the cultural essence of FPT to a broader audience.

8.3. Email newsletter

Providing event updates and sending messages to
each staff member individually as a way to help
them track the event's progress.
For individuals who do not regularly use social
media platforms, the Organizing Committee has
provided a solution by regularly summarizing
information and conveying it through email
newsletters with concise post content.

The email is designed with a predominant orange
color scheme, complemented by prominently
featuring the 35th-anniversary logo "Building a
Happier Future, Together" This design creates a
professional appearance. The content is presented
logically and neatly, ensuring the provision of
comprehensive information about the "AI Vui
Khoe" Olympic Festival, as well as the series of
events commemorating the 35th anniversary of
the establishment of FPT Corporation.Figure 26: Email format design
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8.4. Groupchat

For leaders, organizing committees in member companies, and members of the organizing
committee, we will have various group chats to ensure everyone can quickly and timely access
information.

8.5. Monitor 

The TV monitor system is a device designed for displaying textual and visual information, with the
functionality of providing information on touch-enabled interfaces. Throughout the preparation and
execution of the FPT 35th Anniversary event, TV monitors will be deployed in the main halls,
corridors, and elevators of each member company to bring information closer to the employees.

Figure 27: TV monitor

Every communication channel deployed is oriented towards the goal of promotion and
information dissemination for the event. The objective is to strengthen bonds and foster
interaction among all staff members.
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09 
Estimated Budget & Resources

Estimated Budget For Organizing The “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival Event

NO. CATEGORY CASH (VND)

1 Logistics 221.700.000

2 Entertainment for the Beer Festival 50.000.000

3 Complilation of sports tournament prizes 75.500.000

4 Lucky Draw gift list 40.980.000

5 Overall cost of equipment & workforce 2.220.000.000

6 Contingency & Risk provison 500.000.000

7 ESTIMATED BUDGET 3.108.180.000

8 VAT 10% 310.818.000

9 TOTAL ESTIMATED BUDGET 3.418.998.000

No. PROGRAM ORGANISERS

1 Ms.Vu Thi Van Hai
Head of the Event and Festival Committee of FPT 35th Anniversary,
Deputy Head of FUN

2 Ms.Tieu Thi Hai Ninh Overall Program Director of FPT 35th Anniversary 

3 Ms.Pham Hai Yen Project Secretary

4 Ms.Hoang Thi Mai Trang Content Program Manager

5 Mr.Vu Anh Tuan Production Manager

9.1. Estimated Budget

Note: The budget figures are estimates and not actual figures; the numbers have been altered for
security reasons.

Table 4: Total estimated budget

9.2. Resouces (HR)

Table 5: Program Organisers
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Table 6: Organizational Structure Of Team

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF TEAM

No Role Details Person in charge

1 Pre-event Preparation

Complete program
documentation

YenPH9 - Huyền Anh -
Quý

Liaison with event Service
Provider

Collaboration with subsidiary
company

Documentation Procedures

2 Coordination of Deployment

Interdepartmental checklist

YenPH9Verticals Checklist 

Internal checklist

3 Program Scripting

Detailed Sports Event Script Huyền Anh

Overall sports event rehearsal
schedule

YenPH9

Livestream scenario script BaoNN16

Photography and filming script TuanVA24

4 Sports Deployment

Synchronized sports activities
TrangHTM5 + Ngọc Linh
+ Cúc

Basketball BaoNN16 + SonTT44

Leng keng Tug of War SonTT44 + DatLT51

Relay Games SonTT44 + DatLT51

5 Booths Coordination
Booth registration and vendor
communication

NgocCB8 + Thanh Thúy

6 Scoring Criteria
Scoring system for inter-
company competitions and prize
structure

NinhTTH2

7 Event Design

Key Visual for the Program
Invitation Design
Photobooth
Banners, Panoramas,
Standees Hashtag
Name Tags
Award Presentation Banners
QR Code, Organizing Team
Badges1

TuanVA24 + DatLT51

8 Communication 

Social media timeline NgocCB8 - Huyền
Anh Đình Trình - Đức
AnhCommunication liaison with FMC
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10 
Risk Management Plan

10.1. Risk Identification

For each event, there are inherent risks that could significantly impact its quality if they materialize. In
the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival we have constructed a risk management table categorized into five
areas: Organization and Production, Accidents and Natural Disasters, Legal Issues, Budget, and Human
Resources. Within these, 11 specific risks have been identified, such as the health assurance for
participants, the organizing committee needs to thoroughly prepare for and meticulously set up. For
detailed information on these risks, please refer to Appendix.

10.2. Risk Prevention Measures

Establishing a Rapid Response Team
For emergency situations such as fire, explosion, violence, or accidents, a rapid response team is
always in place to quickly gather information, address issues, and mitigate consequences. Adhering to
safety principles involves swift relocation and transmission of information to ensure the safety of High-
Level Officials and event participants. Simultaneously, coordination with the Fire Department, Security
and Safety is maintained to resolve issues promptly.

Event Information Management
A dedicated event organization team is always present to manage incoming and outgoing information
during incidents. This team is responsible for analyzing and handling negative information or crises
before, during, and after the event. They ensure the processing, prevention, and elimination of
unfavorable information that may negatively impact the event.

10.3. Opportunities Post-Event

The success of the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival as part of the series of events celebrating FPT
Corporation's 35th anniversary, serves as proof that FPT is a proficient organizer capable of managing
large-scale events and effectively controlling risks. Beyond that, this event has also successfully
promoted the image and brand of FPT to the public. FPT solidifies its position and credibility, providing
a foundation for expanding cooperative relationships and attracting investments both domestically
and internationally.
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Pre-event Preparation
1.1. Meeting Schedule

Table 7: Anticipated Meeting Schedule
1.2. Preparatory Work

No. Categories
July August September

Week 4 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 1

1
Working with Member
Companies

2
Completing
Profiles/Licenses/Proced
ures

3
Sponsorship
Documentation

4
Collaborating with
Service Providers

5
Other Documentation
Procedures

6 Scoring Criteria

7 Design Checklist

8 Opening Act Ideas

9
Organizing Rehearsal
Schedule

10
Compiling the Overall
Plan

Table 8: Preparation Tasks

No. Categories
August September

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 1

1
Meeting 1: Meeting
Onganization Consensus 

2 Meeting 2: Progress Review

3
Meeting 3: Internal Task
Assugnment For Fun

4
Meeting 4: Task Assignment
For FUNxHO

5
Meeting 5: Program Excution
Program
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No. Categories
July August September

Week 4 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 1 Week 2

1 Overall Checklist

2
Implementing Sports
Events

3
Contacting
Booths/Exhibitors

4
Engaging
Photography
Services

5
Coordinating
Personnel for
Collaborative Acts

6
Verifying myFPT
System

7
Communicating and
Discussing with
Sponsors

8
Placing Orders for
Lucky Draw Gifts

9
Conducting Draw for
the Competition

10

Compiling and
Preparing Logistics
for the Organizing
Committee

1.3. Deployment Coordination

Table 9: Implementation coordination

1.4. Script and Layout

No. Categories
August September

Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 1 Week 2

1 Olympic Script

2 Personnel Script

3 Gerneral Agenda

4 Livestream Script 

5 Filming/Recording Script 

Table 10: Script and Layout
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02 
Logistics

LOGISTICS OF THE OLYMPIC FESTIVAL “AI VUI KHOE”

No. Category Detail To be in charge of

1 Paperwork

Sponsorship profile

FPT

Partner contracts

Official dispatch sent to local authorities

Plan list

Other licenses in general

2
Documents for the
program

MC script

Time Tracking Olympic Festival

Livestream script

Agenda program

3 Location My Dinh Stadium My Dinh Stadium

4 Sound, light Contact for sound and light Outsource

5
Organizing Committee
map

Organizing Committee card (case, string,
card)

FPT
Walkie talkie

Austria Organizing Committee

Organizing Committee hat

Order food for the Organizing Committee

6 Check-in
Kit

OutsourceHashtag of the event

7 Sports Leadership
Leadership Clothing

Opening performance (FPT umbrella,
clothes, FPT flag strip)

FPT

8 Performing together

Visit for competition order

FPT 

Scoring criteria

Name board of judges

Nameplates of member company teams

Scoreboard

Score (Set of scores: 8, 9, 10)

Reaction set

Yellow hat

File synthesizing performance beats

Table 11: Logistics Checklist
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Agenda

AGENDA OLYMPIC FESTIVAL “AI VUI KHOE”
Times: 7h - 11h30

Location: My Đinh National Stadium

Time Content Detail Works in parallel

07:00
Sports leaders: men's soccer,
women's basketball

Check in to receive gifts
Booth operations
Free gameRegistered FPT
personal record of 35 years.

07:50 Game Bingo For all employees

08:00
Opening of the Olympic
Festival “AI Vui Khoe”

Performance to
celebrate FPT's 35th

anniversary

08:15 Lucky Draw times 1 and 2

08:20 Duet performance

09:35 Lucky draw for the 3rd time

09:40

Sports competition

Lengkeng Tug of war

Beer festivalFFree games
(taking place simultaneously
from 10:00 a.m.)
Lucky Draw times 4 and 5

10:10
Women's basketball
Happiness Challenge

11:30
Closing of the Olympic
Festival “AI Vui Khoe”

Awarding prizes to
member companies and
performing arts

Table 12: Program Agenda
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04 
Key Visual

Design Concept
The design draws inspiration from the characteristic grassy fields of sports events, combined with a
sky background to convey freshness and youthfulness.

Design Style 
Utilizing 3D design with a futuristic orientation to create a modern, innovative, and prominent
impression. The 3D design adds vibrancy and captures attention effectively.

Figure 28: Key Visual for the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival

Main colors: Blue, orange, green
Concept: 3D futuristic design
Tone & mood: youthful, modern, forward-looking
Concept: Dynamic, Sports, Funny
Font: FPT's own font and 3D typeface
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Key color palette

#59a2ef

#3f7222

#e3693e

Dominant Color Scheme
Orange

Positive Significance: Associated with dynamism, liveliness,
and joy. Creates a warm and vibrant feeling.
Suitable for Events: Energetic, youthful, related to creativity,
and positive energy.

Blue
Positive Significance: Evokes thoughts of a beautiful,
youthful sky. Creates a sense of freedom and comfort.
Suitable for Events: Related to outdoor areas or sports
activities.

Green
Positive Significance: Represents the freshness of nature,
grass, and the living environment. Creates a sense of vitality
and positive energy. Evokes imagery of a grassy field.
Suitable for Events: Ideal for outdoor activities and sports
events.

Figure 29: Logo Olympic Festival 
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Design Kit

Figure 30: Design of the welcome gate & stage
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Figure 31: Photobooth design & checkin area
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Figure 32: Beer Festival and Banner area
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Figure 33: A-shaped sign
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Figure 34: Banner
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Media publications

Figure 35: Invitation letter & avatar cover
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Figure 36: Event layout & battle dance table
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Figure 37: Gifts
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General Regulations & Award Scoring
6.1. General Rules

Participants
Participants include employees,
collaborators, interns (with a contract or an
FPT email account), students, and
students from member companies under
FPT. 
For collaborators and interns, having a
contract or creating an FPT email account
before July 1, 2023 is mandatory.

Time and Location
Time: From 07:00 to 12:00 on September
13, 2023 (Wednesday).
Location: My Dinh National Stadium.

Responsibility of Subsidiary Companies
Leaders

Leaders of subsidiary companies hold the
utmost responsibility within the group for
the participation of their employees in the
Olympic festival.
Consequently, these leaders are required
to designate officers or departments
responsible for organizing and executing
participation.

Role of Participating Subsidiary Companies Officers
The designated officer of the participating subsidiary company will be part of the Organizing
Committee. Their role is to ensure the effective implementation of their member company's
competition content based on the regulations established by the Organizing Committee.
Simultaneously, they are accountable to the leaders of their member companies and the group
leaders for this responsibility.

Eligibility Criteria for Athletes
All sports competitions must involve leaders of member companies: Athletes participating in the
events should be employees, collaborators, interns, pupils, and students of FPT member companies,
adhering to the maximum requirement of a 50:50 ratio with the group. For FE education, the
number of students should not exceed 50% of the total number of athletes in each FE competition.
Pre-Competition Verification: Before each competition, team leaders must ensure the participation
status of competing members. In the event of violations, teams have the right to appeal within 15
minutes after each competition. Doubtful cases must be proven based on inspection methods.
Forms of Inspection: Testing forms include checking employee cards, logging in to FPT email, and
the Organizing Committee representative asking questions based on actual situations.
Forms of Discipline: Disciplinary actions may include reprimanding leaders, team leaders, and
member company collectives who violate conduct during the competition. The Organizing
Committee reserves the right to cancel the competition results in the case of a member's violation of
character.
Final Decisions: Decisions made by the Organizing Committee are final, and all relevant parties are
required to comply with them in other arising situations.
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6.2. Scoring and prize structure

How to calculate points

Here, each competition subject and
sub-criterion are meticulously ranked
and scored as follows:
+ First Place: 10 points
+ Second Place: 8 points
+ Third Place: 6 points
+ Consolation: 4 points

4 sub-criteria of score

Check-in and check-out points of subsidiary
companies employees = Number of subsidiary
companies employees checking in/Number of
registered subsidiary companies employees +
Number of company employees members check-
out/Number of employees of member companies
checking-in
Check-in and check-out points of leaders of
subsidiary companies = Number of leaders of
member companies checking in/Total number of
leaders of member companies + Number of leaders
checking-out/Number of leaders checking-in +
Total Number of votes for leaders of member
companies/6000
Predicted Score of subsidiary companies Staff =
Total Predicted Score of Member Company Staff for
all matches

In which: 
Predicted points of member company employees for each match = Total points won by
member company employees for each match/Number of member company employees
checking -in.
(For each match, each Employee can choose to predict a winning team. If that team wins,
the Employee wins 2 points for his/her Member Company. If that team wins, the Employee
wins 2 points for his/her Member Company. lose, the staff wins 1 point for their member
company)

Total Score  (100) = 3 x Duet performance + Tug of War Score +
Basketball Score + Combination Score + Score of 4 Sub-criteria
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Prize structure

Figure 38: Award of the Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe”

The “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival, slated for this year, promises a distinctive experience through
four exhilarating competitions, uniting talents from nine member companies within the FPT
Corporation. This event serves not only as a platform for teams to showcase their prowess but also
as an avenue for them to vie for a total prize pool reaching 75,000,000 VND.
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07 
Foreign Affair

When extending invitations to potential sponsors for the "AI Vui Khoe" program, meticulous
deliberation is essential in selecting an appropriate partner. This ensures that the support garnered
not only contributes financial value but also aligns seamlessly with the event's positive image. The
following criteria should be taken into account when evaluating potential sponsors:

Figure 39: Foreign Affair
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Figure 40: Sponsor benefits
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Federal Checklist

Olympic festival implementation committee September 13

No. Job Detail

1
Decision to establish the
Organizing Committee

Draft decided to establish an Organizing Committee

Review, edit, wording decided to establish

Submitted to the leadership board for signature

2 Program overview

Edit - Complete - Review Master Plan

Complete the September 13 plan slides

Present protection to management

Estimate expected costs

Coordinate with inter-committees to deploy work
throughout the program

The following inter-committee activities have been scheduled and will commence implementation
from May 17, 2023 aimed at fostering proactive collaboration with member companies to ensure the
optimal execution of all planned activities.

FAD Checklist (Company Office)
Submit an application for the program
organizing license.
Oversee and manage the cleaning of VIP
rooms, restrooms, and common areas at
My Dinh Stadium.
Coordinate transportation arrangements
for staff and leaders.
Serve as the focal point for coordinating
food stalls and beer festivals.
Engage in discussions with My Dinh
Stadium regarding the VIP room location
and conduct an on-site survey.
Organize logistics for leaders, including
the preparation of food and drinks in the
VIP room, and announcement of
competition schedules.
Arrange for lunch preparations.

Checklist FPD
Conduct surveys and collaborate with NCCs
(Non-Corporate Contributors).
Sign contracts with NCCs and monitor the
progress of their contributions.
Manage the distribution of gift publications
within the program.

Checklist FMC - FPT Marketing & Communications
Depts

Conduct a meeting with FUN to align on work
objectives.
Formulate a communication plan aligned with
the overall strategy.
Coordinate the organization of activities before,
during, and after the program.
Manage the implementation record for FPT (FPT
Corporation).

Table 13: Federal Checklist
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09 
Number Of Registrations

NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS

NO. Name  Quantity 
 Proportion in 

Ha Noi 
 Quota in Ha Noi as
per Expected KPI 

 Quota in Ha Noi as
per Actual KPI 

1 FSOFT   9,143   0.47   3,000   2,000 

2 FTEL   2,520   0.13   1,000   1,000 

3 FRT   2,274   0.12   900   700 

4 FIS   2,130   0.11   800   800 

5 FE   1,884   0.10   700   300 

6 FTG   361   0.02   120   120 

7
FO - FHO -

SENDO 
  828   0.04   300   283 

8 FCI   251   0.01   150   150 

9 BASE   190   0.01   100   70 

Grand Total   19,581   7.070   5.423 

Below is a summary table of the estimated number and expected KPIs of employees registered to
attend the Olympic festival at each subsidiary companies.

Table 14: Expected and actual KPI number of employees attending the event in Hanoi
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01 
Rehearsals

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE FOR THE OLYMPIC FESTIVAL ON 12/9

Time Duration Content Details

PREPARE/SETUP BEFORE THE PROGRAM

13:00 00:30:00

General coordinator: Ms. Ninh
Check set up items: Yen
Record area: NgocCB + Cuc
Test sound and LED screen: TuanVA24
Focal point for stalls + games: Thuy
Opening performance: Boi Vy + Thi
Assistant MC: Huyen Anh
On duty at the gift exchange and
evaluation counter: Thi + Linh
Score summary secretary: Thanh Hung
Check livestream, work with FPT Play:
Bao
Check logistics items: Tam
Prepare for the leader's competition:
Son

Opening performance:
Set up flags for the gathering
area of   Stand C
All teams on the night of
September 12
Distributing clothes and
umbrellas to students: 5
interns+ Coordinate member
companies at gathering point:
All team+ Moving VIP from the
stands to the stage: Boi Vy

Below is the rehearsal time before the program to best prepare for all activities that will take place
on September 13, 2023 at My Dinh National Stadium.

14:00 (01:30)

15:00 (00:30)

16:00 (01:00)

Run the opening
performance lineup

Pitch

Stage

FPT Band sound check
Mr. Hai + Mr. Sang approved

Organizing Committee + subsidiary
companies run the opening performance

17:00 (00:20) FSOFT - Intellectual Sports Esports

17:20 (00:20) BASE.VN - Water sports

17:40 (00:20) FTG - Extreme Sports

18:00 (00:20) FRT - Fitness and bodybuilding

18:20 (00:20) Joint forces - Martial arts

18:40 (00:20) FIS - Ball sports

19:00 (00:20) FTEL - Speed   Sports

19:20 (00:20) FE - Racquet sports

19:40 (00:20) FCI - Sports aiming at the goal
target

20:00 (01:00) Run on stage with MC

Table 15: Rehearsals Schedule
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Opening
Performance

Leadership
Speech

6059

35 YEARS

02 
Detailed Scenario
Below is the detailed scenario of the Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe”, the event will take place from
7:00 to 12:00 on September 13, 2023 at My Dinh National Stadium. It is expected that the event will
attract about 7,000 spectators.

Check in

6:30 - 6:50

6:55 - 7:35

Sport
Leadership

Bingo Game

7:40 - 7:55

7:40 - 7:55

8:15 - 8:20

Key Moment

8:20 - 8:25

8:30 - 9:30

Battle
Performance (R1)

9:45 - 10:00

Battle
Performance (R2)

10:05 - 11:20

Sport
Competition

11:25 - 11:45

Award
Stage

Figure 41: Program Timeline
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Detailed scenario of the Olympic Festival "AI Vui Khoe"
FPT 'S 35TH BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY CEREMONY

Time Duration Area Content

06:30:00 00:25:00 Check-in area Welcoming guests - Check in

PREPARATION SECTION

MAIN PROGRAM

06:50:00 00:05:00
Stage

MC voice off: Announcing the Olympic
program is about to start
Introducing the areas in My Dinh Stadium
Introducing the leadership sports
competition and check-in areas to receive
gifts to staff

06:55:00 00:05:00

07:00:00 00:35:00
Middle stadium
Free activities
Check in + Photobooth

Sports leadership
Freestyle games (high jump, curling,
archery, golf)
FPT record 35 years
Check in and take photos

1

2

3

00:15:0007:40:00

Stage

Game Bingo
Opening: Performance to celebrate
FPT's 35th anniversary
Key moment: Building a Happier
Future, Together

4 07:59:00 00:15:00

08:14:00 00:05:00

08:38:00 00:45:00

09:30:00 00:05:00

09:35:00 00:10:00

09:45:00 00:10:00

Competition Round 1: 9 teams
Draw for Round 2 (5 teams)
Lucky Draw: Third Prize
Competing Round 2 ((Each team: 01
minute))

Stage
5

10:07:00 00:30:00 Middle stadium

10:37:00 00:50:00

Lengkeng tug-of-war
Women's basketball 6

11:27:00 00:30:00
Pitch
Free Activities

Happiness challenge
Beer Festival

7

11:57:00 00:20:00

12:17:00
7

Stage
Awards
MC greets + ends
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Upon arrival at the birthday party at 4 Bridges, the first task for individual F is to
promptly open the myFPT application and check in to confirm attendance.

Step 1: Access the myFPT application and locate the “September 13 Great
Festival” banner on the Home screen.
Step 2: Choose the designated participation area.
Step 3: Click on the Check-in option at the bottom of the screen.
Step 4: Collect lucky numbers and any accompanying rewards.

Note: Both Check-in and Check-out are mandatory activities to partake in the
Olympic festival “AI Vui Khoe”. These actions will significantly contribute to the
overall scoring for each participating member company in the program.

3.1. Check-in/ Check-out

03
Program Details

Figure 42: Check-in and Check-out instructions

Completing the check-in process serves as a
crucial step for the Organizing Committee,
providing effective management and control
over the number of event participants. This
step not only aids in adhering to the planned
schedule but also plays a pivotal role in
ensuring the event unfolds according to
anticipated scenarios and standards.
Through this procedural aspect, organizers
guarantee minimal deviation between the
actual and expected participant count. This
not only fosters stability but also establishes
favorable conditions for the organization and
safety of all event attendees.

Advantage
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3.2. Sports leadership

Prior to the commencement of the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic festival, friendly matches among leaders
will be held to boost and foster the competitive spirit among all staff members. Both men's football
and women's basketball matches will be narrated by Mr. Hoang Nam Tien and Mr. Dinh Cong Sang.

3.2.1 Men's Leadership Football

General information:
Number of leaders participating in the competition: 37 members
Match time: 15 minutes/round (2 rounds) - 10 minute break/round
Yard size: 25m x 35m

The Pink Team consists of FPT Telecom Chairman Hoang Viet Anh, FPT Telecom General
Director Nguyen Hoang Linh, FPT Telecom Deputy General Director Chu Hung Thang, FPT
Telecom Technology Director Tran Thanh Hai, FPT University Vice Principal Nguyen Xuan Phong,
FPT University Finance Director Tran Tuan Cuong, Principal of FPT Polytechnic College Vu Chi
Thanh, Human Resources Director of FPT Retail Hoang Cao Chung, and General Director of
Retail Hoang Trung Kien.

The Black Shirt Team includes the Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of FPT Bui Quang
Ngoc, FPT General Director Nguyen Van Khoa, Chairman of Synnex FPT Duong Dung Trieu,
Chairman of FPT IS Tran Dang Hoa, General Director of FPT Software Pham Minh Tuan, General
Director of Base.vn Nguyen Thuong Tuong Minh, Deputy General Director of Software Nguyen
Khai Hoan, Production Director of FPT Software Vu Tien Dat, and several other senior leaders
from member companies.

Figure 43: Men's football takes place on the left side of the main stand
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3.2.2 Women's leadership basketball 

General information:
Number of leaders participating in the competition: 16 members
Match time: 15 minutes/round (2 rounds) - 10-minute break/round
Yard size: 20m x 30m

On the right side of the field, female
executives adorned in pink and black
attire made their way onto the pitch,
receiving enthusiastic support from Mr.
Le Hong Quan (FPT IS) and FPT
comedian Pham Quang Tho.

Figure 44: 16 female leaders with referees and supporters

Basketball stands out as a distinctive
element of FPT culture, uniquely providing
women at FPT with the opportunity to
engage in this sport authentically and with
excitement.

Figure 45: FPT Vice President Bui Quang Ngoc volunteered to join
the women's soccer team to be a goalkeeper

The involvement of FPT leaders has added a noteworthy dimension to the event's overall strategy.
Incorporating images of leaders serves not only as a robust source of encouragement but also as
a significant inspiration for fostering sportsmanship among officers and employees within FPT
Corporation.
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3.3. Game BINGO

Participants: All employees, collaborators - interns (with contract or FPT email account), students,
and students of member companies under FPT Corporation.
Function: The application of technology, has the effect of attracting audiences and entertaining
ability

Click on the Banner “September 13th” on the Home screen on my FPT
After the staff check-in successfully, the screen displays the AI   Bingo
game. Tap the game bar.
The interface switches to the Waiting Room. Click “Play”
Receive your lucky ticket

How to join

Figure 46: How to join the Bingo game on my FPT
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Select numbers that are displayed one by one
on the program's LED screen. 
Enough 1 horizontal/diagonal/vertical row of
Bingo button will light up.

How to play

Figure 47 How to play the Bingo game on my FPT
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If you press Bingo incorrectly, the game screen is
locked for 10 seconds
If you click Bingo but there is already a winner, the
screen displays the message "Loss". Click “Continue
Play” to return to the Waiting Room interface.

Notice

Figure 48: Instructions for playing Bingo game
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3.4. Opening performance to
celebrate the 35th anniversary of FPT Corporation (Key Moment)

This year's Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe” with the opening performance is a new feature of the
event with the participation of 300 students of FPT Polytechnic performing on the theme music
"Building a Happier Future, Together”. At the end of the performance, athletes from 9 performing
teams from member companies entered the center of My Dinh National Stadium to together create
a giant FPT flag. At the same time, paragliders floated in the sky with the FPT flag fluttering ribbons
of the three colors of FPT's flag were shot straight into the stadium. This created a colorful scene, and
the performance contributed to attracting and surprising attendees.

Figure 49: Opening performance

Chairman Truong Gia Binh excitedly shared with all FPT people: “F people have never had such a
good, even, and top performance. Another round of applause for the paragliders floating in the sky
with the FPT flag. FPT flutters”.

The performance of colors has just ended, and the rock version of the song “FPT River of Oaths”
sounds through the performance of the FPT Band. 5 leaders: Chairman of the Board of Directors of
FPT Truong Gia Binh, General Director of FPT Nguyen Van Khoa, 2 Deputy General Directors Nguyen
The Phuong and Hoang Viet Anh appeared on stage, singing excitedly in surprise. of FPT people.
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3.5. Lucky Draw

Step 1: Employees log in and check in
on the MyFPT system. The system will
record information about the number
of program attendees according to the
results on the MyFPT application.
Step 2: The program organizers will
randomly draw the order of prizes from
the third prize - the first prize.

Operation
principle

Special prize: Garmin Forerunner 955
Solar smartwatch - worth VND
15,290,000
First prize: iPad Gen 10 2022 10.9 inch
WiFi 64GB - worth VND 12,990,000
2 Second prizes: Garmin Forerunner
55 smartwatch - worth 5,290,000 VND
The third prize: Unie 8 liter oil-free
fryer UE-800 - worth 2,990,000 VND

Prize
structure

Figure 50: Lucky Draw prizes
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3.6. Duet performance

FPT Software: MInd Sports
Basevn: Water Sport
Synnex FPT: Adventure Sports
FRT: Fitness
FHO - FO - Sendo: Martial Arts
FIS: Sports Using Balls
FE: Racquet Sports
FTel: Speed: Sports
FPT Smart Clod: Sports with aiming at
the goal target

Topic

Mr. Truong Gia Binh - Chairman of the
Board of Directors of FPT
Mr. Bui Quang Ngoc - Vice Chairman of
FPT Board of Directors
Mr. Do Cao Bao - Member of FPT Board of
Directors
Choreographer, Meritorious Artist Tran Ly
Ly - Director of Vietnam National Opera
and Ballet, Acting Director of the
Department of Performing Arts
Musician Truong Quy Hai.

Judges

The Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe” has 2 parts of competition between units: ensemble competition
and sports competitions. 9 teams participating in the Ensemble competition include: FPT Software,
FPT Telecom, FPT HO - FPT Online - Sendo alliance, FPT Retail, Synnex FPT, FPT IS, FPT Education,
FPT Smart Cloud, Base.vn

3

Employees, collaborators - interns (with
contract or FPT email account), students, and
students of member companies under FPT
Corporation.
For collaborators and interns, it is required to
have a contract or create an FPT email account
before July 1, 2023.

In particular, with round 2 (Battle):
Maximum 30% are pupils and students in the
FE education sector; Collaborators, interns
(with contract or FPT email account signed
before July 1, 2023)
Required participation of at least 01 leaders:
Chairman/Executive Board of member
companies.
Ensembles from member companies gather
and perform according to the layout of the
Organizing Committee, participating in the
opening performance according to the
instructions.

Number of participants: MINIMUM 100 people (On
stage there is a minimum of 35 people and a
maximum of 50 people, the remaining numbers
are below)

Requirements for participants 4

Round 1: Optional music, and performance
showing the member company's colors towards
the message "Building a Happier Future,
Together” FPT 35 years. Maximum performance
time: 5 minutes.

Round 2:  The top 5 directly selected by the Jury
will have a Battle screen with background
music
Organizing Committee sent in advance (choose
1 of 2 songs) to be played by a minimum of 03
leaders (01 leader: Chairman/Executive Board of
member companies) + 05 employees.
Performance duration: 1 minute

2 Rounds

Performance method: The teams performed in turn
according to the theme and numbers were drawn.
Each team moves one by one to the performance
location, then returns to the gathering location
after performing.

Scoring method: The maximum score for the
competition is 10 points, with a jump of 0.5. The
scoreboard is not divided into many small criteria.
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Duet Performance Images

Figure 51: FPT Software with the theme of intellectual sports

Figure 52: BASE.VN with water sports theme
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Figure 53: Synnex FPT with the theme of extreme sports

Figure 54: FRT with the theme of Fitness
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Figure 55: Lien Quan with the theme of Martial Arts

Figure 56: FIS with the theme Sports using balls
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Figure 57: FE with the theme of Racquet Sports

Figure 58: FTEL with the theme of Speed   Sports
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Results of round 1

FPT Telecom, FPT Education, FPT HO
Coalition - FPT Online - Sendo, Synnex FPT,
and Base. vn are the 5 units with the highest
points to advance to round 2 - Dance battle. 

The yellow hat was launched by Chairman
Truong Gia Binh to save one of the three
remaining units. FPT IS is the team awarded
the yellow hat, entering the next round.

Final competition results

First prize
Joint force FHO - FO - Sendo
FPT Information System

Second prize
Base. vn + FPT Telecom

Third prize
Synex FPT

Battle Happiness
FPT Smart Cloud + FPT Software + FPT
Retail + FPT Education

Figure 59: Synnex FPT with the theme of extreme sports
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3.7. Sports competition

3.7.1. Lengkeng Tug of war

1 Competition rules

Each unit mobilizes 50 staff members to participate, including at least 10
female staff members. Required participation of at least 1 leader, namely
the Chairman or Executive Board of subsidiary companies in each match.
Format: 9 teams are divided into 3 groups, competing in a knockout
competition to find 3 winning teams.

Figure 60: Jingle tug-of-war competition board
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2 Content of the competition 

Figure 61: Simulation of the  Lengkeng tug-of-war competition field

Each round will consist of 3 teams. The leader (Captain) and the last
person standing (Manager) wear bib shirtsOrganizing Committee
prepare.
Behind each team, there will be a fixed bell 3.5m from the end of the tug-
of-war rope. After the command is given, the teams will pull the rope
towards the blindfolded “manager”. “Manager” is responsible for ringing
the bell (when ringing the bell, the player must still keep one hand on the
tug-of-war rope).
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First Prize: FPT Telecom
Second Prize: FPT Software 

3.7.2. Happiness Challenge

Number of participating staff: minimum 22 people
Required participation of at least 1 Leader

Stage 1: Joy - "Joy flows, dances and drinks beer"

The Happiness Challenge is an activity consisting of mini-games in stages, with the aim of strengthening
the team spirit of players. Each unit/coalition will be divided into 3 groups, competing based on the time
it takes to complete the challenge.

Each team competes with 2 staff members to participate in a double
sack jump from the starting point to the finish line
At the finish line, each person on the team who drinks 2 cans of beer
will be counted as successful

Stage 2: Focus - “Make decisions”

Each team has 5 participating staff members. 
The group of 5 people will move in the form of 4 people
carrying a palanquin for 1 person (the person sitting on the
palanquin carries a basket attached to a hook-shaped steel
bar) and complete the challenge of "moving the basket into
the hole".

Stage 3: Trust - "Destroy the pain"

Each team has 2 staff members participating. 
The two participants will have their arms tied with a
rope and move over obstacles on the thorn carpet. 

Each team has 13 participating staff members
The team's task is that 13 people must stand firmly on a
narrow square platform within 3 seconds (when the teams
complete the formation of 13 people standing on the
platform, the referee will start the 3-second timer).
In case someone falls down after less than 3 seconds, the
referee will stop the timer until that team can stay still for 3
seconds.

Stage 4: Love - "Together we reach the finish line"

RESULTS
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3.7.3. Women's basketball

At the Olympic festival event "AI Vui Khoe", women's basketball includes 8 competing teams
divided into 4 groups. Teams will participate in the round-robin phase, calculating points to
determine the champion team, with a total prize value of up to 18,000,000 VND.

Competition rules
Each team can register a maximum of 14 people, with 1 representative captain.
Each competing team includes 7 players (including 1 goalkeeper and 6 female players
playing on the field). In particular, the goalkeeper will stand in the float, and fans of each
team can take up to 10 water guns to attack the opposing goalkeeper.
Requires the participation of at least 01 leaders of level 4 or higher (in case the leader is male,
he will play as a goalkeeper)

Competition format
Knockout match
Each match consists of 2 halves, each half 5 minutes, with a 2-minute break in between
If the score is tied after 2 official periods, there will be a maximum of 2 additional periods of 3
minutes each to determine the winner. If the first extra period ends with the team leading,
the result of the first extra period will be the final result.
After 2 extra periods, if there is no winner, each team has 6 shots (1 player can only throw 1
shot) from outside the penalty area into the basket to calculate the score.
After 6 throws, if the winning team is still not determined, a lucky draw will be conducted

=> In particular, this year's women's basketball for the first time introduced a 3-team field for
the final match, with the field being an isosceles triangle of 30m x 30m x 30m.

Competition results
First Prize: FPT Education
Second Prize: FPT Software
Third Prize: FPT Telecom - Synnex FPT

Figure 62: Women’s basketball images 
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3.8. Free activities

3.8.1. Free competition game

Regulations and format
The organizers will distribute 1.000 points to redeem for gifts in the program, with priority
given to the first 1.000 participants.
Employees can receive vouchers at game booths or gift areas.
With each winning turn in the free game activity, the support staff will stamp the
redemption voucher as completed.
When accumulating 3 stamps, employees can exchange gifts at the gift area. In particular,
employees who participate in free games will bring cumulative points to their units. 

Figure 63: Free competition game 
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3.8.1. Free competition game

Figure 66: “AI CHO VÀO LỖ” Game

Figure 65: “AI DÍNH” GameFigure 64: “AI CAO HƠN ANH” Game

Figure 67: “AI LẮC” Game
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3.8.2. FPT record 35 years

FPT's creative activities aim to recognize and honor “excellent” individuals and teams through
interesting record categories evaluated through many aspects such as Body shape, weight, height,...

How to join
Fill out the registration form provided by the Organizing Committee and confirm your participation
in the FPT Record
Select an existing record category or register a new record category
Cultivate, practice, and send proof of recordsOrganizing Committee
Gather in the "Emulation - Record" area and directly set or break FPT records

Record category
25 records divided into 5 categories: Bodybuilding, collection, expertise, FPT work history, and sports.

No.1 - FITNESS
The person with the largest/smallest butt
The person with the longest splits
The person with the heaviest/lightest weight
The person with the longest arm span
The person with the most holes in their body

No.2 - COLLECTION
The person with the most holes in their body
Owner of the oldest FPT uniform shirt
The person who owns the most FPT uniforms
The person who owns the most FPT titles/awards
Owner of the oldest personal laptop
The person who owns the money of most countries

No.3 - SPECIALIZE
Youngest PhD
The person who has been a collaborator/intern the
longest
The person with the most university degrees
The person with the most foreign language
certificates
The person with the most professional certifications

No.4 - WORK PROCESS AT FPT
The person who has been with FPT the
longest (level 5 and below < level 5)
Onsite in most countries
The person who wrote the most History
articles in 35 years
The FPTer couple has worked together
at FPT the longest
People who work at the most member
companies

No.5 - SPORT
The person who owns the greatest total
distance in the Happy Run race
The person who participated in the most
soccer tournaments in FPT
The person who holds their breath the
longest
The fastest person to solve the 3x3
Rubik's Cube
The person who planks the longest

Record recognition: Each employee who
sets a record receives an FPT Record
Certificate.
Note: Do not consider records that may
cause ethical controversy, violate company
regulations and Vietnamese Law, or risk
causing harm to the community and the
environment.

Figure 68: FPT record 35 years
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3.9. Booth activities

Regulations and format
Booth activities at the Olympic Festival event "AI Vui Khoe" on September 13 have many important
meanings, not only as a place to introduce and display products, but also play an important role in
creating opportunities to exchange, interactions between teams, individual participants, and
partners.

This year's “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival event has 10 main booths and 2 booths for Sponsors.
Each booth will be provided with 1 table and 2 chairs, using no more than 3000W of electricity.

ACTIVITIES FOR BOOTH

NO. BOOTH NAME
SIZE OF
BOOTH

PRODUCT CATEGORY
ITEMS BROUGHT INTO THE VENUE
(Tables, chairs, electrical tools, etc.)

NOTES

1 Bánh Gà Bá Gành 2,4x0,9
Chicken cake, steamed buns, fried
balls, peach tea, pandan tea, lemon
tea, persimmon tea

01 Double electric stove, 01 table, 02
foam boxes for food + trays, bags,
skewers, food containers, 01 brand
name sign, and 01 lucky draw
board.

Electric
stove with a
power of
2500W.

2
Kem hoa quả tươi
Limu Paletas

2,4x0,9 Fruit popsicle

01 Darling 7079ASKI ice cream
cabinet, 02 foam boxes for ice
cream and serving items, 01 80x1m8
Standee.

Ice cream
cabinet
with a
power of
2.4KW/24h.

3
Bake Away -
Nướng Bánh Lên

2,4x0,9

Grilled chicken eggs, fresh coconut,
Nem Bùi (a type of Vietnamese
spring roll), rice cakes, roasted
peanuts, soaked and cooked
chicken feet, various sweet cakes

1 microwave, foam box for ice.

4 Tiệm em gái Fờ Cu 2,4x0,9

Hạ Long yogurt, Dalat fragrant soy
milk, 10-flavor seed milk, Hanoi
pomelo sweet soup, handmade
Nem (spring rolls), kombucha, cold
brew, wet wipes, fan, baguette

5 Tiệm Mây 2,4x0,9

Kumquat tea, fried sour spring rolls,
fried cheese sour spring rolls, crispy
fried cheese sour spring rolls,
cheese and chili salt-shaken
potatoes, chili salt-shaken potatoes,
fried cartilage, skewered fried
chicken, superhero cheese, fried
shrimp balls, fried fish balls, fried
surimi shrimp, spiral fried squid

01 Double electric stove, 01 table, 03
foam boxes for food + trays, bags,
food containers, skewers, 01 brand
name sign, and 01 Standee.

Electric
stove with a
power of
2500W.

Table 16: Booth activities
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Figure 69: Register for a booth 
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04 
Communication Activities
4.1. Workplace page FUN FPT 

Workplace page FUN FPT is the main communication channel to provide information about the
September 13 sports festival through content such as Outstanding activities, games,... activities for
work before, during, and after the event.

Media content will be deployed according to the time frame below
Email recipients: all employees
Format: attached information, images, videos

Figure 70: Internal communication network - main communication channel for the event
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Day Timeline Content Describe

15/08 09:00 Start up Official launch September 13

16/08

11:00 Featured activity
Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe” in Hanoi (ensemble -
parade theme)

14:00
Olympic Festival "AI Vui
Khoe" Hanoi

Results of draw for performance - parade + sports
competition table

17/08
11:00 Olympic Game Olympic Game 

17:00 Jingle tug of war Jingle tug of war

21/08 11:00 13/09 Recap from previous years

22/8 12:00 Great beer party Focus on beer and food party (AI drunk, AI full)

23/08
09:00 Recap the event 13.9 years ago

11:00 Countdown Still... until September 13

24/08
11:00 Check-in

Check-in instructions: check-in to receive gold in lucky
order

14:00 Game BINGO Instructions for playing Bingo game on myFPT

05/09

09:00 FPT record Record registration

11:00 Leaders in Hanoi
Men's leadership football
Women's leadership basketball basket

14:00 Women's basket ball Unique features of FPT

16:00 myFPT

Play game: Bingo (1309 gold)
Predict results
Play games to accumulate points
Vote the hotness of the leader

17:00
Scoring regulations for
the entire group

At Hanoi

07/09 14:00 Announced Jury at the Olympic Festival "AI Vui Khoe" Hanoi

08/09

All day Sponsors and Booths Introducing sponsor and Booth activities 

11:00 Remind
Lucky DrawNote for parking: bring ticket and park the
carBingo: 1309 gold

12/09
All day Donors NTT and booth

14:00 Remind Time, location, activities, weather situation

13/9 All day Realtime Hanoi (updated continuously)

14/9 09:00 Repercussion Photo in Hanoi

15/9

09:00 summary Hanoi Award

14:00 Interview The staff members participated on September 13

17:00 Thank you Thank you from the Organizing Committee September 13

16-20/9 All day summary

Video Recap of the event

Performances of each member company team at the
Olympic Festival "AI Vui Khoe"

Timeline Workplace

Table 17: Timeline Workplace
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Day Timeline Describe

21/8 12:00  Official launch the Olympic September 13

25/8 14:00
Note when preparing + My FPT instructions
(Checkin + Bingo Game)

29/8 11:00 Register for a booth

6/9
14:00

The Olympic AI Vui Khoe; sports, beer festival,
guests,...

17:00 MyFPT: user manual (Hanoi)

12/9 16:00 Remind the Olympic AI Vui Khỏe Festival

18/9 17:00 Thanh you staff and summary of awards 

4.2. Email

Timeline Email

Email communication content will be deployed according to the time frame below
Email recipients: all Hanoi staff
Format: information, attached images

Table 18: Email communication timeline

4.3. Facebook page Fun4Fun

Facebook page Fun4Fun with significant popularity - reaching 10,000 likes and 13,000 followers
will be one of the main communication channels of FPT's 35th anniversary event.
The content of posts during more than 1 month of implementing the campaign will be updated
to convey information throughout the event from August 10, 2023 - September 13, 2023.
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Figure 71: Fanpage Fun4Fun - main communication channel at FPT's 35th birthday event
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Day Timeline Content Describe

15/08 11:00 Start up Official launch September 13

16/08

11:00 Featured activity
Olympic Festival “AI Vui Khoe” in Hanoi (ensemble - parade
theme)

17:00
Olympic Festival "AI
Vui Khoe" in Hanoi

Results of draw for performance - parade + sports
competition table

17/08
17:00 Complete game Complete game

20:00 Jingle tug of war Jingle tug of war

19/08 20:00 Avatar, Cover Change Avatar, Cover 13.09

21/08 20:00 13/09 Recap from previous years

22/08
11:00 Check-in Check-in instructions: Check-in to receive gold in lucky order

20:00 Game BINGO Instructions for playing Bingo game on myFPT

24/08 11:00 Great beer party Focus on beer and food party (AI drunk, AI full)

25/08 11:00 Countdown Still... until September 13

05/09

11:00 FPT record Record registration

15:00 Leaders in Hanoi
Men's leadership football
Women's leadership basketball basket

17:00 Women's basket ball Unique features of FPT

19:00 myFPT

Play game: Bingo (1309 gold)
Predict results
Play games to accumulate points
Vote the hotness of the leader

21:00
Scoring regulations for
the entire group

At Hanoi

07/09
17:00 Introduce Guests in Hanoi: MCs, Bands, Artists, etc.

19:00 Announced Jury at the Olympic Festival "AI Vui Khoe" Hanoi + Awards

08/09
All day NTT and Booth Introducing sponsor and Booth activities 

20:00 rehearsal Review situation

12/09 20:00 Remind
What do staff need to prepare when September 13 arrives?
What is the weather situation in different regions?

13/9 All day Realtime Hanoi (updated continuously)

14/9 09:00 Repercussion Photo in Hanoi

15/9

11:00 summary Hanoi Award

15:00 Highlight Hanoi

17:00 Interview The staff members participated on September 13

20:00 Thank you Thank you from the Organizing Committee September 13

4.3. Facebook page Fun4Fun

Below are the details post timeline on the Fun4Fun page starting from August 15, 2023, to
September 15, 2023:

Table 19: Media Timeline Facebook page Fun4Fun
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05 
Livestream
The organizing committee has built a live stream script and linked with the internal communications
department to jointly conduct a live stream on Workplace FPT Chungta News for the Olympic
Festival Event "AI Vui Khoe" at 8:00 a.m. on September 13, 2023. Livestream helps viewers watch the
event remotely, reaching many different audiences or employees who cannot participate

Figure 72: Coordination technical area
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06 
Budget

Budget for the “AI VUI KHOE” Olympic Festival 13/9

Estimated Budget 3.418.998.000

Actual Budget 3.679.698.000

Additional costs 260.700.000

CATEGORIES CASH (VND)

Logistics 283.700.000

Entertainment for the Beer Festival 50.000.000

Complilation of sports tournament prizes 75.500.000

Lucky Draw gift list 40.980.000

Overall cost of equipment & workforce 2.395.000.000

Contingency & Risk provison 500.000.000

ACTUAL BUDGET 3.345.180.000

VAT 10% 334.518.000

TOTAL ACTUAL BUDGET 3.679.698.000

Note: The figures above are estimates, not actual numbers; the data has been altered for security
reasons.

Table 20: Budget for the "AI VUI KHOE" Olympic Festival 13/9

Budget Details

Content Unit price (VND) Cash (VND)

LUCKY DRAW GIFT LIST

Garmin 955 Solar Watch 15.000.000 15.000.000

IPad Gen 10 2022 10.9 inch
WiFi 64GB

12.990.000 12.990.000

Garmin Forerunner 55
Watch

5.000.000 5.000.000

Garmin Forerunner 55
Watch

5.000.000 5.000.000

Unie 8-liter Air Fryer UE-
800

2.990.000 2.990.000

TOTAL 40.980.000

Categories Content Cash (VND)

CONTIGENCY BUDGET

Contigencies
Investment and
Equipment
Categories

300.000.000

Risk
Management
Costs

Potential Risks 200.000.000

TOTAL  500.000.000

Table 21: Contingency Budget Table 22: Estimated Budget for Lucky Draw Gifts
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Categories Content Cash (VND)

AWARDS AT THE 13.9 HANOI CEREMONY

Frist Prize

Happiness
Challenge
Women’s
Basketball
Duet Performance

28.000.000

Second Prize 20.000.000

Third prize 18.000.000

Encouragement
Prize

8.000.000

Individual Prize 1.500.000

TOTAL 75.500.000

Categories Content Cash (VND)

ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE BEER FESTIVAL ON 13/9

FPT BAND 

Keyboard

35.000.000 

Guitar bass

Guitar solo

Guiter Chord

Singer

Drum
15.000.0000 

Sound system

TOTAL 50.000.000

Budget Details

Table 23: Budget for awards

Overall cost of equipment & workforce

Places
Venue rental for organization 1.100.000.000

Decoration 375.000.000

Production and setup

Standee (x60) 30.000.000

Stage 50.000.000

Stage flooring system 20.000.000

Three levels: Three-level system in front of the stage 10.000.000

Chicken wings: Iron frame with Foamex decal 10.000.000

Stage backdrop 30.000.000

LED screen set 30.000.000

Stage edge lighting 5.000.000

Control screen enclosure 5.000.000

Technical equipment

Sound and lighting system 20.000.000

LED screen set 100.000.000

Cue Set 20.000.000

Online Technology

Black magic 50.000.000

Intercom + tally wireless 40.000.000

Sony PMW300, tripod, battery 200.000.000

Network connection 150.000.000

Human Resources Service staff, volunteers,... 150.000.000

TOTAL 2.395.000.000

Table 25: Overall cost of equipment & Workforce

Table 24: Budget for Beer Festival
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07 
Real Risk Management

No Risks Solutions Lesson Learnt

1

Poor coordination among
the members of the
organizing committee
(confusion in taking care
positions, unclear
understanding of each
person's responsibilities...)

Utilize walkie-talkies for
communication in case issues arise.
Observe and actively engage in
communication with team
members throughout the execution
process.

Understand the checklist before
starting the implementation.

2

Lack of stable staff in
audience management
positions (entering
restricted areas, etc.)

Coordinate personnel near the
incident location to address
encountered issues.
The observation support team
actively takes initiative in handling
issues when they arise.

Supplementing personnel.
Arrange personnel logically in
each area.

3

The activities during the
event extending beyond
the planned schedule
resulted in a delayed finish
time.

Set up four teams simultaneously
for consecutive games at two
different venues and organize player
assignments for the free games.
Move the Lucky Draw segment and
the award ceremony of the "AI Vui
Khoe" Olympics to the evening gala.

Develop detailed plans for
each activity.
Temporarily pause or switch
to another time frame for the
unfinished items.

4 Leng keng Tug of war Risks

Contact the medical team.
Turn off and delete the livestream
when there are images of the
incident.
Coordinate personnel to disperse
the crowd.
Other activities continue to take
place to attract participants,
avoiding any impact on the overall
event.
Assess the situation of the victims
and organize post-event visits.

Thoroughly check the
necessary equipment and
preparations.
Test the game with the
actual number of players to
understand the game
situation.
Remain calm and have an
immediate plan for the event
to continue smoothly.

Below are the actual risks that occurred during the organization of the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympics on
September 13, 2023, including the setup phase, the event itself, and how the organizing committee
handled these situations. Olympics on September 13, 2023, including the setup phase, the event itself,
and how the organizing committee handled these situations.

Table 26: Real Risk Management 
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01 
Event 
Evaluation

POST-EVENT EVALUATION RESULTS

No Criteria Goals Unit Actual % change

1 The subsidiary company has leadership
attending the event

100 % 100 100%

2
A minimum of 100 people participating
in the joint performance per unit

100 people 100 100%

3 
Check-in gifts are distributed to all event
participants

3000 gifts 3000 100%

4
FPT staff working in the Hanoi area
participate in the event series

7000 people 9.582 140%

5
Staff members experience various mini-
games on the field and accumulate
points to redeem prizes.

3000 people  3500 116%

6
FPT staff members receive event
information via email

5 times 7 140%

7
Average evaluation score of staff
members after the event

4,5/5 points 4.72 104%

8
Article about the event posted on the
Workplace FUN FPT page

250 posts 281  112.4%

9
Average views/posts on the FUN FPT
channel

3000 lượt 5400 118%

10
Article about the event posted on the
Fun4Fun Fanpage

150 posts 175 116.6%

11
Number of people reached on the
Fun4Fun Fanpage

65.000 people 76.382 117%

Table 27: Evaluation results after the event compared to the set goals
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1.1. Quantitative Results

To assess the satisfaction of staff members with the event, the organizing committee sent an
evaluation form to employees in the form of a star rating on a 5-point scale through the internal
MyFPT application. The results obtained from that data are 4.72/5.

Chart 1: Overall event rating on a 5-point scale

According to the evaluation on a 5-point scale, nearly 98% of staff members indicated that the event
was successful, particularly in the synchronized performance competition among subsidiary
companies. This is where the continuous spirit of learning and creativity of FPT employees was clearly
demonstrated. The incident during the tug-of-war competition was regrettable, with data revealing
that 2% of staff members perceived shock and concern witnessing the incident.
These collected data serve as a crucial foundation for detailed evaluation and proposing
improvements for future events, ensuring that every aspect of the program runs smoothly and
professionally.
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Number of participants
KPI: 7000 people 
Achieved KPI: 9.582 people
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Chart 2: Actual results and % compared to KPI for the number of
staff members participating in each unit 
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1.2. Qualitative Results

The organizing committee collected feedback from both leadership and staff members through
direct interviews to gain an objective perspective on the quality of the “AI Vui Khỏe” Olympic Festival

The subsidiary companies demonstrated diversity with performances ranging
from various sports to artistic displays. From football to hip-hop dancing, each
performance brought a lively atmosphere and positive energy. The
participating teams not only represented professional competence but also
symbolized unity and teamwork spirit.

Mr. Truong Gia Binh 
Chairman of the Board of Directors

I highly appreciate the creativity and enthusiasm of the participating teams.
Witnessing the unique and creative synchronized performances, where
everyone not only brought vibrancy to the event but also showcased team
spirit and camaraderie.

Mr. Bui Quang Ngoc 
Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors

BOD (Board of Directors) Feedback

The “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival has successfully showcased a great team
spirit. The creatively designed competitions have created an exciting
atmosphere for everyone participating.

Mr. Nguyen Van Khoa
CEO of FPT Corporation

Over 10,000 people participated in the Olympic event amidst the vibrant
festival atmosphere on the morning of September 13. An incredible number
on FPT's 35th birthday. Congratulations to the Union & Culture (FUN) for
excellently completing their mission.

Mr. Hoang Nam Tien 
Vice Chairman of the University Council of FPT University
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After 13 years of working at FPT, I participate in the Olympic Festival every
year, but each time, I have a new feeling because every year the organizing
committee brings new and fresh elements, new ways of expression.

Nguyen Thi Thu Nga
FPT Education

From Ho Chi Minh City to Hanoi, Ms.Hanh expressed her overwhelming
feeling about the event's scale: “The atmosphere here is truly wonderful,
especially with the support of the weather, making it more interesting than in
Ho Chi Minh City where it was quite rainy.

Le Thi Hong Hanh  
         FPT Education

In sports competitions like football, basketball, ... that's something I have to
learn about physical fitness training. Every day, I continue to run and play
sports at the branch for us to improve our health. In our unit, we invite each
other to play football once a week.

Mr. Dang Van Thuong
FPT Telecom

Shared about the opening performance of FPT Polytechnic students, Van Anh
shared: “In 7 years of attending birthdays, this is the first time I have
witnessed such a visually stunning and excellent performance. Elaborate
investment, coordinated and beautiful movements, and excellent music. All
these elements create a complete and outstanding performance."

 Ms. Do  Ngoc Anh  
         FPT Software

Audiences’ Feedback
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Below are the evaluations from the staff members that we conducted through a chat interview after
the event.

Figure 73: Some shared images of employees participating
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02 
Media
Effectiveness

WORKPLACE FUN FPT 

No Criteria Goals Actual % change 

1  Average view per post 3000 5400 118% 

2  Averge engagement per post 30  35.3 117.6% 

2.1. Workplace FUN FPT

Posts
months

Comments Engagement per posts

TOTAL

281 IN 1.5

455 117%

Communication results in 28 days (August 20th - September 18th, 2023)
Number of posts: 281 posts, an increase of 25.45%
Number of comments: 455, an increase of 55.82%
Emotional interactions: 2633, an increase of 89.29%

Table 28: Communication results on FUN FPT

Figure 74: Over Communication in Fun FPT
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Workplace page FUN FPT

No Date Post Content
Interaction

count
View

1 26/9/2023
Looking back at the Olympics Festival “AI
Vui Khỏe” on September 13th in Hanoi

47 5,6K

2 19/9/2023 FCI - Performance segment 8 1,9K

3 19/9/2023 FSOFT - Performance segment 10 2,4K

4 19/9/2023 FE - Performance segment 7 1,8K

5 19/9/2023 FTEL - Performance segment 12 2,1K

6 19/9/2023 FIS - Performance segment 29 3,4K

7 19/9/2023 FPT Retail - Performance segment 7 2,1K

8 19/9/2023 SYNNEX FPT - Performance segment 11 2,6K

9 18/9/2023
Prize Giving Ceremony in Hanoi - “AI Vui
Khỏe” Olympic Festival

9 2,2K

10 18/9/2023 Photo link of the Olympic Festival 13 3,1K

11 14/9/2023 Realtime events 26 4K

12 12/9/2023 Remind employees 11 2,3K

13 12/9/2023 Guidance on using MYFPT 7 2,9K

14 12/9/2023 Booth activities 18 4,6K

15 12/9/2023
Grand Event Handbook on September
13th in Hanoi

21 3,8K

16 12/9/2023 Announcement of Lucky Draw prizes. 14 2,8K

17 11/9/2023
Costume for the Olympic Festival on
September 13th

21 3,5K

18 11/9/2023
Invitation to participate in the “AI Vui
Khỏe” Olympic.

3 2,1K

19 9/9/2023
Training atmosphere of the “AI Vui Khỏe”
Olympic Festival.

23 3K

20 7/9/2023 FPT record registration status 10 3K

21 7/9/2023 Sponsorship unit 14 3,5K

22 6/9/2023 Announcement of the judging panel 16 4,2K

23 5/9/2023 MC of the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival 14 5K

Below are the detailed results for each post conducted from August 15th, 2023, to September 26th,
2023, on the internal communication platform Workplace page FUN FPT.

Table 29: Media results for each post
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FANPAGE FUN4FUN 

No Criteria  Before Goals Actual % change 

1  Reach 58.197 65.000 76.382 117% 

2  Visits 4.244 6.000 16.213 270.2% 

3  Page Likes 10.490 10.600 10.650 100.4% 

4  Followers  13.290 13.500  13.950 100.6% 

2.2. Fanpage Fun4Fun

Reachs
months

Visits Reactions

76.282 IN 1.5

16.213 3.900

Table 30: Pre and post-event communication results

Figure 75: Reach number on facebook page Fun4Fun
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EMAIL CHANNEL 

Criteria Goals Actual % change 

FPT staff members recive
event information via email 

5 times 7 times 140% 

2.3. Email

Employees
months

Emails Change 

100% IN 1.5

7/5 140% 

Note: Content and timeline have been deployed according to the established communication plan.

We can see that the Olympic Festival event "AI Vui Khoe" celebrating the 35th anniversary of the
establishment of FPT Corporation has created a special mark in everyone's hearts. All competitions are
marked by team spirit, working together, working hard and rejoicing together when winning "TEAM -
TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVE MORE".

2.4. Social Listening 

Figure 76: Employee’s feelings about the Olympic Festival
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Figure 77: Mr.Bui Binh Minh - Union & Culture Officer at Fpt Fville Software Village
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Figure 78: Ms.Hoang Thi Mai Trang - Content Program Manager “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic
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Positive 
Points

The stage design for FPT35: “Unique -
Distinctive”

Designed with a youthful, modern, and
creative style, the stage is highlighted by a
central figure, the number 35 in orange,
shaped into a block, symbolizing the Grand
Celebration of the 35th Anniversary and the
phrase “Building a Happier Future, Together”,
conveying a powerful message to all
employees.

Figure 79: Stage design

Opening Performance
The opening performance of the Olympic Festival
“AI Vui Khỏe” was meticulously crafted and
presented as a new element of the event, featuring
the participation of 300 students performing to the
theme music “Building a Happier Future,
Together”. At the end of the performance, athletes
from the 9 teams entered the center of the My
Dinh National Stadium to create a giant FPT flag
together. Simultaneously, kites with fluttering FPT
flags and ribbons in FPT's three colors were
released into the sky, creating a vibrant and
colorful scene.

Figure 80: Opening Performance

Professional Organization
Every organizational task was proactively and
professionally carried out by FPT, from
planning and promotion to the
implementation of activities during the event.
This demonstrates the confidence and event
management capabilities of the FPT
community.

Figure 81: Organization Team

Team Spirit Enhancement Challenges
The event is not just a place for individuals to
showcase their talents but also an opportunity
to create positive experiences for team spirit.
The challenges are designed to require
collaboration and communication among
team members, not only strengthening
relationships within the company but also
promoting teamwork and unity.

Dance Battle Showcasing Individuality
The dance battle is not only an entertainment event
but also an opportunity for teams to showcase their
uniqueness and company love, contributing to
building a positive atmosphere for the Olympic
Festival. Encouraging creativity and personalization
within each dance team has resulted in unique and
interesting performances, adding a lively and dynamic
atmosphere to the event.
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Limitations

Incident in the Tug of War Competition
A notable issue occurred during the Tug of War competition. This incident could impact not
only the participants' experience but also the overall atmosphere of the event, diminishing
people's enthusiasm to participate. To address this problem, careful inspection and
maintenance of equipment and sports gear before the event are crucial. Additionally, a
contingency plan should be in place to handle emergencies promptly and effectively when
incidents occur.

Delayed Event Schedule
The delayed schedule of the event compared to the initial plan can create discomfort for both
the audience and participants. This delay may result from inadequate time management or
unforeseen incidents. To improve this aspect, the planning process needs to be detailed and
flexible enough to handle unexpected fluctuations. Clear and transparent communication
with the audience is also essential to ensure understanding and acceptance of any changes
in the event timeline.

Inadequate Representation of the AI Theme
Considering the event's focus on the 'AI' theme, reflecting the leadership's desire to integrate
technology into sports activities in the current era of digital technology, this aspect was not
demonstrated during the 'AI Vui Khỏe' Olympic Festival.

Despite its many strengths, the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival also encountered some limitations that
need improvement:
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Recommendations
For Organizations

1

FOR

FUTURE...

Concept: Unity, determination, goals, discipline, and
creativity akin to soldiers.
Objective: Craft a unique and meaningful sports event,
infused with the spirit of unity, discipline, and creativity,
providing a vibrant experience while staying true to the
essence of a soldier.
Implementation Idea: Each participating team will be
associated with a distinctive color, symbolizing the spirit
and values of a soldier. The emblem and slogan of each
team will reflect military characteristics such as unity,
determination, goals, discipline, and creativity.

Concept for organizing the FPT36-year Olympic event

Figure 82: Draw inspiration for organizing the 2024 Olympics
from the sharing of Mr. Hoang Nam Tien in 2022

2 Collaborative Performances by Students from FPT Educational

This year's “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival in Hanoi brought attention with a remarkable opening act prepared by
nearly 300 students from FPT Polytechnic. This was also a distinctive highlight of the “AI Vui Khỏe” Olympic Festival.
Celebrating FPT's 35 years with the message “Building a Happier Future, Together” reflects the spirit of solidarity,
and spreading love to the community. To enhance this spirit, our project team proposes the solution: Supplement
collaborative performances by students from FPT educational institutions.

3
Supplementing the Stage
Technical Expert Team

Large-scale events often come with various technical
risks, from sound issues to lighting malfunctions. A
proficient stage technical expert team helps minimize
risks and promptly address any issues that may arise.
Additionally, stage technology is continually advancing
with the integration of new technologies. A team of
stage technical experts can bring innovation and
incorporate advanced technologies into the event,
adding value to the audience experience.

Research surveys help identify and understand the
causes of specific issues, as well as predict the
consequences of decisions or actions. However, this
has not been meticulously implemented in this year's
event organization. There is a need to strengthen
human resources, and supervision, and develop a
detailed plan for conducting research and evaluation
of the event.

4 Conducting a Detailed Research Survey
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06 
Lesson learnt

We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Huệ (Thesis Advisor) and FPT Union and
Culture Head Office for providing us with the opportunity to participate and contribute our youthful energy and
enthusiasm to the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival. After the collaboration, we draw profound lessons as follows:

Quality control ensures no incidents during the event execution. To have a successful program, besides the
captivating elements to attract the audience, the silent background of quality assurance is crucial, ensuring
the safety and quality of the event without any regrettable incidents.
The significance of cultural work within every business entity. FPT Corporation is recognized as a place
where the corporate culture is emphasized and deeply cared for by the leadership. This emphasis on
corporate culture is vital for achieving success, fostering a sense of unity, and creating a powerful force
among all employees.

Figure 83: We and Supervisor, FPT Union and Culture Head Office
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Throughout the process of organizing the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival commemorating the 35th
anniversary of the establishment of FPT Corporation, our team GRA497_G3 along with FPT Union and
Culture Head Office, has truly exerted effort and passion into this grand event. From conceptualization,
and research analysis, to the execution of plans and implementation of activities, each step has been
carried out meticulously and professionally.

The “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival is a commemorative event, a symbol of unity, and a sense of being a
family among FPT people. The participation of nearly 10,000 people is evidence of the excitement and
interest of the FPT community. Organized activities are closely interconnected, from leadership
exchanges to intense moments in sports competitions or lively moments with team performances. All of
these create a positive and enthusiastic atmosphere. The success of the event is measured not only by
the number of participants but also by innovation, finesse in the organization, and especially the support
and positive interaction from the entire staff.

It can be seen that the “AI Vui Khoe” Olympic Festival is a memorable journey that enhances pride and
team spirit for FPT. The event has proven that, when united and focused on a common goal, we can
create wonderful and meaningful experiences together.

CONCLUSIONS 
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